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CLOVIS,

Republican County Convention held at Clovis,
March 4th, 1912.
Persuant to the call for a mats
convention of the Republicans of
Curry County, the meeting was
called to order by M. Boyle,
chairman of the County committee. Upon motion
ly seconded, C. F

made and
Copeland was
elected temporary chairman and
du-

STATE OF NEW

Ml

MARCH 7,

It 00 Par Year

1912

Santa Fe Entertainment.

Severe Earthquake in Lake O L. Owen and H. D. Terrell
Valley
Return from Santa Pe
Concert and

The Caveney
Handy Art Company entertained an over crowded house at
the Lyceum Saturday night.
The company was one of the
best that has
been here for
some time, each member of the
company doing excellent work
in every part of the program.
The personnel of the company
is: J. Franklin Caveny, cartoonist; Mrs. J. Caveny, soloist, Miss
InPauline Woods, pianist
stead of charging the regular
fee of ten cents at the door a
collection was taken after the
crowd had gathered.

After a long siege and legal
battle in the courts, 0. L. Owen
finally qualifies aa Corporation
Commissioner in the place left
vacant by the ousting of G. H.
Van Stone. No one who is familiar with the case has ever doubt-efor one minute but what Mr.
Owen waa fairly and duly elected, as there was no other man
by the name of Owen on the
ticket and the public were only
surprised at the temerity and
persistence of Van Stone in presuming to fight for an office
which he certainly must have
known did not belong to him.
But be that as it may, much cred
it is due not only Mr. Owen, but
also credit is due his able counsel,
Judge Terrell, for the long, able
and expensive effort made. A
less earnest contestant would
have faltered and given up the
fight in the face of such expensive litigation and while this pa
per is not of the same political
complexion as Mr. Owen, nevertheless we believe in a "square
deal" for every man even though
his politics is not of our kind.

Santa Fe, N. M.. March
Observer William P.
Karl at Lake Valley,
Sierra
county,
reports to Director
Charles E. Linney of the federal weather bureau here, that
Lake Valley was visited by a
severe earthquake between 9:25
and 9:30 o'clock last night. The
shock lasted a minute and the
movement was from north to
south.
Dishes
rattled and
houses swayed, but no material
damage was done.
2.-W- eather

d

Farewell Party.

Panhandle Stock Raisors AsA party was given at the sociation Held Meeting at
El Paso.

hotne of Miss Mildred Morgan,

last Monday night in honor of
Grady Brogetti who will leave
this week for his home in Tennessee, the Baraca class loses one
of its beat members in his de

parture.

El Paso has been selected as

the place of meeting for the
Panhandle Stock Raisers Association to be held in that city on
March 8 is from newspaper reports goint to be quite an elaborate affair. The time will be
token up with all the necessary
events that go to make up the
up to date reception and
5--

Sixteen couples were present
and progressive hearts waa the
M. C. Spieer, temporary secreprincipal amusement of toe evetary. Motion was made that the
ning, eight tables taking part,
temporary organization be made
Grady Brogetti winning the
permanent, winch motion was
prise, which waa a beautiful
carried unanimous. Motion was
book and no doubt will be highly
made and carried that the chair
prized by its owner as a reraem-b- e Anti Prize Fight Mass Moot&k appoint a committee of
ranee of his farewell to Clovis.
ing Hold Sunday Night
Dr. W. F. Bayless For City
three on resolutions and a comAfter which a delightful two Largest auditorium in city
mittee of three on delegation.
Clerk
"Scenes on the Santa Fe"
course luncheon was served by packed. Pastors, County superThe chairman appointed on
Among
Misses Morgan and Lauer. which intendent Mersfelder, Senator
who
candidates
the
Friday
night
Last
the show
the resolution committee. A. going people of Clovis were would accept the job of city
consisted of sandwiehes, piekles Masry and others addressed
Curiess. M. 8. Overton and W. treated to a beautiful home clerk probably none come before
and chocolate, after which came meeting. Following resolutions
A. Davis, and on the delegation
public
qualificanut jello with whipped cream unanimously adopted: "Wherewith
the
better
play
on
"Scenes
talent
the Santa
committee, J. Potts. I, W. Stew- Fe" at the Lyceum theater, ren- tions than does Dr. W. F. Bay-leaand the most delightful cake.
as it is proposed to hold a prize
art and 0. W. Johnson.
"a man of the people" a
Everyone voted the evening a light of National import in the
dered by a number of students
The committee on delegation of the Clovis High School who man who has always been linksuccess and after some sengc city ef Laa Vegas. New Mexico,
selected the follewiug delegates: had been trained for the play by ed with the better class of citiwhich were' rendered by the July 4th, 112, which we believe
W. E. Marsh. Jaa. Petto. C. F. Supt. V. L. Griffin and Miss zenship of the town, a man
Casey Jones .Club they assured would he detrimental to the
Copeland and A. E. Stcfner and Hayden. The play was some- whose ability and character both
the hostess of a moat delightful beat interest of the new state,
evening, and were invited to call materially, morally and spiritas alternates: W. A, Bavner, J. thing different to the ordinary stand out prominently before
again they departed for their ually, and. Whereas our chief
B. Morris, B, Curies and J. W. plays one usually sees, arid was the voters When making a serespective homes in the wee executive, Hon. W. C. McDonBush. Upon motion of the chair highly interesting from start to lection and with all a very desmall hours of the night.
Every one connected sirable man to fill any position
man of the delegation committee finish.
ald, has declared himself as unto adopt the report ami was car- with the play acted their parts of trust.
New Mexico Gets
The following were present alterable opposed to the same
splendidly and deserve conried.
The Furniture and partook of the hospitality of being held in this state and that
Regardless
of
Mrs. Morgan: Misses iLsner, he will da all in his power to
The committee on resolutions siderable credit.
Washington, D. C, March 1.
Boxing
Bouts
No
More
to
stormy
night
the house waa
the
Brown, Woods, Hyatt Morrow, prevent it;
made the fallowing report!
The Senate passed the bill prevBe Held at Lyceum
Hyatt, Clark, Watson.
wall filled.
Clark,
Be it resolved, by the citizens
iously nassed by the House diRESOLUTIONS.
Mgr. Wood, of the Lyceum,
Davie, and Odwto, sml j of Ctevhrm dnioirmaas meeting
StrubeU.
We, me Republicans of Curry
gave out the information this recting that fhe furniture, furn- Mesaers. Oliver. Faulkner, Odom, assembled, this March 3rd, 1912;
Deaths
ishings, books and other properCounty, in maas convention asi
week that no more boxing bouts
Davenport, Forbes, Billingsly. that we commend our governor ;
P.
Mrs. J.
Lutes died at her would be held at the Lyceum. ty purchased by the federal gov- Delaney, Griffith, Forbes,
sembled in Clovis en this the 4th
for this stand taken and pledge
day of March, 1912, do hereby home eleven miles north of Clo- This assertion practically puts a ernment for the territory shall
Maloney,, Brogetti, Morgan, ourselves to his support in ev-- ,
endorse the principles of the Re- vis, last Saturday night at 12 ban on the boxing exhibitions be transferred to the state of Hickman, Miller and Fairchilds. ery effort that he may make to
publican party aa emulated by o'clock. Deceased was only sick in Clovis, in the future, as it is New Mexico.
save our state from thia disgrace '
comdays
and her death,
such illustrious Statesmen as, a few
and, Further, that we most re- -'
well known that no other building so suddenly, was a great ing would accommodate the Troops Pass Through to The
McKin-leSurprise Party.
Abraham Lincoln,
saectfully petition our represenTheodore Roosevelt and shock to her many friends. Mrs. crowds. Mr. Wood has decided
Tuesday night a number of tatives in the state legislature,
Scene of Action.
rehighly
and
Lutes
loved
was
Mabry and Hon. W.
acwill
his
of
and
own
Wm. Howard Taft.
free
thus
A detachment of troops from young people surprised Mrs. Hon. T. J.
by
spected
her,
who
all
knew
f
to use their influence
cord,
and
W.
wise
Nichols
We also endorse the
Missouri, Grace Seller by metting there to
Jefferson barricks,
Sunday
School
great
a
was
and
a law immedWm.
enacted
of
administration
efficient
passed through, Sunday en route celebrate her twentieth' birth- to have
sect,
worker
in
her
church
and
assembly
of that
New
iately
an
of
the
i. Mills a Governor
to Vera Cruz, where they will day. The young people met at
New
Daily
For
Albuquerque
country.
ion'
of
Remains
the
effective
become
may
body
of
Mexico, and also the services
that
be stationed, pending the devel- the Seller home about 8:30
MonThe New Era is a new daily opment of hostilities in Northern o'clock bringing with them a at once and that will not only
the Hon. George Curry, our effi- were shipped to Hereford,
day for burial,
birthday cake, sandwiches, cof- prohibit the proposed contest on
and weeky democratic paper Mexico.
cient member of Congress.
delAlbuquerque.
Resolved further that the
for
fee, etc. The evening was spent July 4th but all such similar exIt is to be
Saturday
Boyd
C
H.
apt.
died
J.
published
by
are
selected
be
and
egates here
the New Era Pubat various card games, music, etc. hibitions forever within the limThe Committee of the Ladies Those present were: atessrs. its of oar state.
hereby instructed to veto as a of a complication of diseases. lishing Company and edited by
We call attention to the fact
unit on all questions coming be His death came rather sudden William C. Liller of Albu- Book Club met Monday with the Wilson, Honeycut. Watts, Reybut not unexpectedly to those querque. The paper will be one Commissioners to see if any help nolds, Stanton, Kubler, Loo per, that these brutal exhibitionshave
fodfehe State Convention.
LA. Curtess, Chairman.
who knew him. At the time of of state-wid- e
circulation.
It could be had for the purpose Wilson, Quinnen, and Ben Chris- been outlawed in every state in
years
had
old,
70
Secretary
was
he
death
published
as a weekly of making a park out of the tian, and Mesdames Sutton,
will first be
Stuart Overton,
the union and in the territories
year.
one
Clovis
lived
about
in
daily. Court House square. The Compublished
will
Bills, Edwards. Wilson, of the United States and that
be
and later
Upon motion of the chairman,
missioners will put the concrete Honeycut Watts, Reynolds. Stan- while we were under the laws
of the committee, the report was He leaves a wife, two sons and
down and will otherwise ton, Kubler and Loo per.
walks
daughters.
four
unanimously adopted.
of the Federal government no
Masonic Order is
good
in
this,
the
ladies
assist
Several speeches were made
such contests were permitted
Installed at Sumner work.
The infant son of Mr. and
since the charge has freand
by prominent Republican during
Sewing Club Meets
29.-- At
profound
M.,
N.
we
regret
Feb.
With
learn
SaturSumner.
W.
E.
Marsh,
Mrs.
died.
Ft
quently been made by those op
the meeting, all of whkh showed
littl'j
girls'
sewing
club
The
MaM.
meeting
Marsh
general
of
of
illness
of
workthe
J.
the
Mr.
a
day.
has
been
Marsh
posed to our statenooa cnac we
that the principles of the Repubmet
Saturday
afternoon
belast
Clovis,
well
is
who
known
in
held
in
sonic
members
county
Perrie
and
ing
in
treasurer
the
were incapable or sen govern
lican party are the best for the
110
Talley
with
her
home
Eva
at
ing
Tuesday,
one
the
of
Sumner,
of
owners
a
in
years.
Hall
Ft.
the
office
several
for
collector's
now we have been
country.
Connelly. The afternoon ment and that
South
Mill.
Planing
received
organization
temporary
Word
of
Ft.
was
given stotcaootf, w reven imMotion to adjourn waa carried.
fancy
spent
sewing
and
at
was
M.
expected
Lodge,
today
F.
A.
he
not
was
A.
and
that
lumner
Clovis Commercial College
mediately to a condition of af
M. C. Spicer, Secretary.
De- amusements.
various
other
of24
following
yet
to
be
to
perfected,
live
hours.
is
was
the
It
Moves
C. F. Copeland, Chairman.
fairs not permitted under the
ficers being elected: Arthur E. hoped that Mr. Marsh will recov- lilteious refreshments were ser federal laws would be to, in a
The Clovis Commercial Col Curren, worshipful master; J. er, although there is little or no ved. The next meeting will he
thia conten
lege
Leg
which was only opened a G. Burnham, senior warden; J. hope enternained for his recov- held Saturday afternoon with measure establish
Breaks
Huff
Glenn
eyes of the nation
weeks ago, has already P. Lovelace, junior warden, and ery. Mr. Marsh left some time Ruby Suman at her heme 329 tion. The
Glenn Huff, Bonus Clerk at few
are upon us and
world
the
and
grown to the extent that its for- R. P. Brooks, secretary.
The ago for California, in hopes that North Connelly. Those present we anneal to our legislature to
the A. T. & S. F. offices while
mer quarters are not large
Alice Martin. Pauline
were:
at Ft. Sumner, Sunday, jumped enough to accommodate the meeting was attended by Masons climate would benefit him.
act immediately in such way as
Opal Robert
McDonald,
and
standwaa
aa
trato
LaLande,
it
of
towns
the
from
tothe
Later News waa received
from
spare the goad citizenship of the
large number of students now
Ruby
Suman.
way
some
in
depot
counand
surrounding
the
the
and
Mr.
at
day
ing
from California that
state this disgrace.
enrolled. The number of stu- try, and communications were
fell backwards of the embankdied and his body will ar
Marsh
has continually increased received from members of the
ment and in so doing broke his dents
today from California.
For Sale,
week it was decided order residing at other places, rive
last
until
Wanted to Trade
leg. He was token to Clovis
Cassidy left Monday for
Mr.
to
have
college
would
the
that
Shallow
or
sale
trade
inFor
set
the
Alman
Van
of
Dr.
signifying
intention
their
where
his alfalfa farm near Portales.
House in Texioo, 16x16. boxed
be moved to the Owen building joining,
as there is no Masonic He has one of the best equipped water land 100 acres improved, sod weather boarded, cost $126.
jured member nd Mr. Huff is
on West Grand, where more lodge
80 acres unimproved ton mUm
Aplocated between Melrose
getting along very well.
good horse.
room would be available. The and Vaughn. The charter mem- pieces of land in this section of south east of Portales.
Will Will trade for
or
Clovis,
ply at 70S W Pile St,
the country, with a fine well and
college now occupies the entire
trade for live stock or automowill start at about forty uptodate pumping plant.
bership
see Frank Guthrie at Blacksmith
Co. K Attention.
second floor of the building.
bile. Part on time if desired.
members and the applicants for
B. Feb. 29 tf .
shop at Texico.
2
uJfe ordered that every memlb. fresh candy for 10c at
E.
Curd,
R.
Portales.
membership
many.
to
be
said
are
Shipley,
of
President
Alex.
Co. aV he present on Clovis National Bank, made a An application for a dispensation Parish Kandy Kitchen.
ber
The place to spend a pleasant Now is the time to ptoogb your Special Candy Sale at Parish
every drill night from now until flying trip to Texico, Wednes- will be made in the near future.
Kandy Kitchen, 2 !b for 10c.
garden, who wants the job?
evening is at the Lyceum.
Herald.
day, returning Thursday.
inspection.
--
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WHERE

HELP CAME
JUST IN TIME
Lady in Pierce Relates An Experience of Interest to all Girls
and Women.

THE

DEMOCRATIC

CONVENTION

WILL

BE

Numerical Logic
"What makes yon think Jones la on
his feet again In the factory T"
"I noticed he bad so many hands"

WOMEN AND HEALTH.

HELD

log to real I r
lealtb la not to

Wo

more
be fo
face
healtl

a, lover
but most
orry for him.
Most important to the health of evLi
ery woman is regularity of the bowel
The weary
and digestive organs.
yes, bad breath, frequent headaches,
pimples and general air of lassitude,
is In most every case due to constl- patl m or indigestion, or both. There
are various remedies prescribed for
r MP condition, but the easiest, most
ant and certainly effective. Is
.'
tea sKaaBaaSaaSaalnsSBasSSSSSSSSSSSal
omblnatlon of simple laxative
II
herbs with pepsin known to druggists
s Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. This
simple renedv la far preferable to
harsh raits and cathartics and violent
purgative waters that disturb ths
whole system Without affording more
an tern ornry reiier.
Dr. Ca Iwell's Syr p Pepsin Is a
itlve, mild In its action,
o the taste and positive in
Us effecL strengthening the muscles
of stomach and bowels so that after
a short time these organs regain the
STOMACH BITTERS
power to perform their natural funcVI.TIM01 ;K already Is preparl
iat will Invade that city next June wuen
assistance.
without
tions
B the Der locratlo national co
U1
armory, in which the big meeting
will make you well
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold
lake place. will be elaborately decorated.
by druggists everywhere In 50o and
keep you so.
and
$1.00 bottles. If you have never tried
Wr.
B.
Dr.
Try a bottle today.
It, write for a sample to
RANK
OF OFFICERS'
WIVES
Caldwell, 201 Washington St., Monti-ALL DRUGGISTS.
cello, 111.; he will gladly send a trial
It Was Observed When the Women
bottle without any expense to you
Journeyed to the Fleet Were
whatever.
Divided Into Sets.
"Immedlately,
if
not
sooner
than
Tale Told by Friend of Publicity
this sign was moored on to the big
Bigger Than Mobile.
s BronchjdTroches
San Francisco. Rank was observed
Promoter.
fish, startling results lot' awed.
Ella Don't you think she has a mo- An old
His among the wives of the officers of the
rellahlo Cough Remedy. No opiates.
and
T
tilbs commenced to sulk on the Job.
bile mouth
Sample irea
oh 1. Baowaa son, uostorj.
Instead of taking the beaten path up Pacific fleet on their recent journey
Stella More than that; It is as big
to
Honolulu
aboard
to
the
Wllbelmlna
as the whole of Alabama.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
Sturgeon Didn't Mind Being Swimming and down the shore, in plain view of Join
tb
tbe passing trains, the sturgeon officerstheir husbands, according to betBillboard, but Balked at Advertisof the Matson liner. The
sulked over to one side, found a seing Good Fishing at Summer
ter halves of some had their own Utspot
amonr;
cluded
the
bushes
and
'
Resort.
stayed there until dark. This went ile whLr. parties, while the spouses of
officers of lower grade were Just as
on for several days.
New York. "1 am well acquainted
exclusive at their afternoon teas.
"Again I chanced to stop at the howith a man who ran a summer hotel
The party of navy women was beadmy
and
tel
spoke
me
friend
to
about ed by the wife of Rear Admiral Ch'aun
on the banks of a stream about an
strange
the
sulklness of his sturgeon cey M. Thomas, commander-in-chie- f
aeronaut's fly from the city," said the
of
man who writes the vacation guide- publicity bureau. '1 can tell you what's the Pacific fleet, who ahowed her
For Infants and Children.
book of a certain railroad and who 18 the matter,' 1 said, right off the reel.
la a little Incident observed
sign
amended
calling
that
'It's
attennoted for bis chivalry in assisting
by the other travelers on board the
truth to rise after she has been tion to the fishing. Naturally a fish Wllhelmlna.
your
as Intelligent as
sturgeon has
crushed to earth.
Among tbe passengers was a slip
"Along early In the summer this shown himself to be is not going to of a girl, the bride of a water tender
gentleman was attracted by a large be around any signs which invite the of one of the big war ships. She hailsturgeon which breakfasted
every destruction of his brother Ush. 1 ad- ed from the middle west and It was
ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CEHT
moning on the refuse which floated mire him all tbe more for his sturdl-nes- s her first experience at sea. She look
AYegdaMe Preparation Tor Asand fealty to his brethren. He ed upon the big world with open-eyeaway from the hostelry.
Noting the
similating ihe Food andRegula-iinample proportions of this Ush, my sees his duty and is not found
Ihe 5 lomachs and Bowels of
awe and joyful anticipation of a coun
friend was struck with a certain idea,
try girl on her first trip from the
which he proceeded to enlarge upon.
"The hotelkeeper saw the light old farm "down home."
He saw to it personally that a dainty which 1 set before him and the next
Therefore she knew nothing of the
Promotes Digesfion,Cheerful-nessan- d
morsel was set out for the big stur- day the old sign was hooked on to the formalities observed In circles where
geon every day. Naturally, the large sturgeon and he was back on the ad- gold braid prevails. Learning that T.Irs.
Rest Contains neither
fish had friendly feelings toward the vertising job with all his old time Thomas, like herself, had a husband
Opium .Morphine ncr Mineral
vicinity where he obtained bis largess strenuoslty, continuing untiringly
on board one of tbe vessels In the
Not "N
every day, and It was but a short
waters, she rushed up to the
Pip, SOU DrSAMUElmr&t
while before mine host was almost on
"Now, If 1 didn't know about this spouse of the rear admiral and gushed
Pitmp&tn SmJ
speaki'.g terms with the sturgeon, it incident personally and vouch for it happily:
MxStMtm -was Just a step further then to go myself, I wouldn't
JtkMbSmb
blame you for
"I'm awfully glad to meet yon.
dun SnJ out in a boat and pace the sturgeon doubting tbe remarkable intelligence My husband is an officer on the boats.
ffMnmni
over a course of about a mile, all the of a fish that could distinguish tbe too."
HirmSd while keeping him near the surface of difference between a sign tbat meant
"Yes, he's a water tender," she conthe river. At the end of each work- harm to members of his tribe and one tinued proudly. "And what is your
WlKkrfrrjn vrrsr
out the big sturgeon was rewarded by that did not advertise the fishing. But husband?"
A perfec' Reme 1y for Constipa
bcsethlng to , eat.
"He is the commander of the fleet,"
it's Jest as true as stand here."
tion . Sou: Stonach, Diarrhoea,
'The next step in the process of edAt this Juncture the speaker walked Mrs. Thomas smiled kindly.
Worms
.Convulsions .Feveri
"Oh, that Is very nice. 1 hope
ucation was to rig up a large sign away.
and LOSS OF SLEEP
setting forth the virtue of my mend's
they're friends," said tbe water tendsummer retreat. This was attached
er's wife.
Facsimile Signature of
Mrs. Thomas and the bride were
to a light but stout framework made
Makes Daring Rescue.
Obto fit the back of the sturgeon.
friends on the voyage to the islands,
New York. Owen Gallagher, a
viously, the big fish, being so well aker
of Bayonne. N. J was res- say the Wllhelmina's officers.
The Centaur Company.
found by the hotel proprietor, was cued in the Hudsonriver by Sergeant
NEW YORK.
up
averse
Dog Saves Man In Drift.
not
to taking a few turns
Henry W. Miller of the United States
Allentown, Pa. Allentown has a poand down the river, the sign showing marine corps after Gallagher bad
up in great shape above the edge of jumped from the rear deck of a Penn- lice dog, a fox terrier owned by Pa.
luo yards off the trolman David, that saved the life of a
the water, no portion of Its propelling sylvania feny-boat- .
power being visible.
man who, but (or the dog, would have
Cortland street slip.
Guaranteed under the Foodaaj)
been frozen to death one morning re"First along tbe sign read: 'Mumcently. About midnight the officer was
Exact Copy of Wrapper
mer's Summer Retreat Fine Cuisine,
An Airship in Africa.
Induced by the actions of the dog to
Boating, and Bathing.' But my grasping friend was not satisfied with this.
Paris. Mr. Latham, the aviator, baa Investigate what appeared to be a
"One day in early summer 1 chanced been commissioned by the minister snowdrift He was surprised to find a
to drop into the workshop of tbe ho- for the colonies to' visit the Congo re- man, who upon being taken to the potel end iound a painter axing up a gion. He has embarked at Bordeaux, lice station, proved to be Owen Smith,
SHOES
2,25, 2.50, 3, 3.50,M &
taking with him a monoplane, which a railroader, who bad been overcome
new sign reading as follows: 'Mummer's 8ummer Retreat Fine Cuisine. will doubtless be the first aerial ma- on his way home and found a bed In
All Styles. All Leathers, Ail Sixes and Widths,
the snow.
for Men, Women and Boys.
chine to ily over Equatorial Africa.
Boating, Bathing and Fishing.'
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY
J

Pierce, Neb. Mrs. Dollle Schilow
sky, of this place, say: "Cardul did
bad dreadful
me so much good!
bachacbe and dizziness, and suffered
fr"m pains In raj- eyes and In the
well as low down
back of my bead,
In my body.
Sometimes, it seemed like I would
die with the pain. I was compelled
to see the doctor, but he did not help
!

me.

At last, I began to take Cardul, and
three bottles gave me great relief.
My health Is getting better every day.
I can recommend Cardul to suffering women, for It helped me wonderfully. It Is a wonderful medicine."
Other women, who suffer as Mrs.
Bchllowsky did, should learn from her
what to do, to be relieved. Take Cardul.
For women's pains, for female troubles, for nervouaness, for weakness,
It Is the best remedy you can use, the
most reliable you can obtain.
For over 60 years, Cardul has been
helping weak and miserable women
back to health and happiness. These
many years of success prove Its

merit

Pure, strictly vegetable, perfectly
harmless, Cardul la sure to help and
will leave no disagreeable
Try It.
ST.
B. Write to Ladles' Advisory
Dept., Chattanooga Medl3me Co- Trnn., (or Special Inatrne-tlnn- s,
book, "Home Treatand
ment for Women," aent la plain mapper, oa request.
after-effect-

Oaat-tanoog- ra

re

An Interruption
Gerald With that end in view
Geraldlne Stop looking at my feet.

0

DUIVK OCT MALARIA
AN!) BUII.1 I'P THE BYSTKM
OHOVK'S TASTHLM8S
Tao tna Old Standard
CHli.l. TUNIU Ion snow wnal yon era latins.
buttle,
rna formula la plainly printed on every
owing It la almplr unlnine and iron in a tasteless
orm, and tno pal paeuiuai nirm. for irowD
paupla and children, at cent.

After a Fashion.
Church Member Does your father
always practiec what he preaches?
Minister's Son Yessum; before a
mirror. Cornell Widow.

Why will you

continue to

suffer from a
bad stomach,
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bowels or in

active a liver,
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The Kind You Have
Always Bought

HI kinda of Bansagea. Bow to prepare and take off
hidea and fur tor market. Book wltb 100 views wltb
plana, bow to cure and build anything out of oe
merit on the farm. By men of life long experience.
LIHT KHBH. W. L. K ELL BR, KBAHNBT,
SRJCB
La at appearance; aave addreaa

THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUINGL
Talk No. 0.
This common article fools many.
Think of it, large bottle, little pinch
of blue, fill It up with water. There
you are. Does !t look good tr yout
Buy RED CROSS BALL BLUE, a
pure blue. Makes beautiful, clear,
white clothes. . You will like It.
Large package 6 cents. ASK YOUR
GROCER.

Quite So.
Thb teacher In the primary depart,
ment of a Philadelphia school had been
holding forth at some length with reference to the three grand divisions of
nature the animal, the vegetable and
the mineral. When she had finished
he put this question:
"Who can tell me what the highest
form of animal life is?"
Whereupon the pupil nearest her
hastened to supply the answer as follows:
"The giraffe." Llpplncott's.
He Ought to Get It.
"On what grounds do you seek a divorce from your wife?" asked the lawyer.

"Simply because of a pun," replied
the long suffering husband. "You see,
she's a sculptress, and it gets on my
nerves to hear her remark twenty
times a day, 'Will you love me when I
mold?' "
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Maryland,
of
Lewi
Congressman
Whom He Befriended a a Boy,
Opens New Vista.
Scranton,

Pa.

Edward

Blown
Brig Stripped of Canvas
Through Florida Keys to Safety
In Bahamas.

Donnelly,

the Taylor mine,

who
lives In Mlnooka, Is tlrnily convinced
that it pays to befriend homeless boys,
ror his kind actions toward a friend-
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Tuffs Pills

FOR OVER

WOMAN PRAYS; SHIP SAVED

REWARD

R

FREE

New York
While a hurricane whistled through the sells of the Utile brig
Motley in the Gulf of Mexico till the
last shrd of canvas was Ktripped
from her and she drove onward seemingly to destruction, Mrs. Addle Edwards, tbe young wife of the master
of the vessel, went among ihe members or the crew to cheer them up.
"I prayed every day," said she, as
she stepped from tbe liner Allomanla.
"I did not believe we would go down.
My little eon and
have sailed for
six yeara on tbe Motley and we had
weathered all kinds of storms. I bad
faith, even If the sailors bad little, and
we came through all right."
Mrs. Edwards, whose home is
L. 1., was on her way to visit
with relatives in Brooklyn.
"My little boy was born on the water," she continued. "He has bnen ou
the Motley more than he has been
ou dry land, and 1 have sailed into
many ports on the Atlantic ocean,
even to Africa. When the storm came
the child was calm, possibly calmer
than be would have beeu at our home
In Elmhurst with such a wind blow-ln1
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YEARS

and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
shoes.
the genuine W . L. Douglas
-

More Chance for Heroes.
Washington. All large citiesi and
railroad systems In the United States
will unite to form an oiganlzat ;ion to
a plan
confer medals for bravery
oss of
urooosed bv the America!
:

30

THE NEXT TIMF YOU NEED SHOES
give W. L. Douglas shoes a trial. W. L.
Douglas name La..ipHl on a shoo guar
antees superior quality and more value
for the money than other makes. His
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices

ent that our sails would go if tbe wind
continued.
"By the time we reached the Florida
keys we were moving along under
bare poles. Then it was dangerous,
lor mere was no telling when we
might be driven on one of the distant
keys and wrecked. Luckily we
caped that fate and luckily, too, the
wind blew us almost in the direction
we wanted to go.
days and nights
"It was almost
that I wan without sufficient sleep and
I
was worn out. When hope had almost gone tbe gale blew us into Middle Innaguei In the Bahamas.
We
were a sorry looking crowd when we
arrived, and I was glad the voyage
was over so far as I was concerned."

rHE BEST STOCK
able prices, write for free
Illustrated aataloarua.

Use
For Over
Thirty Yeers

1

less orphan thirty years ago have
borne fruit, and the chances are that
he will In a few days retire from tbe
mines forever.
Thirty years ago there appeared in
Mlnooka a young Welsh boy by the
name of Lewi. He secured employI want every person
ment in the Carr's Patch mine, but,
who la bilious, cormu-pateor baa any stomonlv Welsh boy In the com
ach or liver ailment to hlnar the
munity, his life was made mlcerable
aeud for a free package
of my Paw-PaPills.
by his companions until Kdward DonI want to prove that
nelly came to his rescue. Donnelly
they positively cure
Hour H!om-acconstituted himself the champion of
Belching, Wind,
Beadacbe, Nervous- the youth and frequently fought his
ness, Sleeplessness and
are an Infallible euro battles.
Lewis drifted away from this secforConatlpalton. To do
this 1 am willing to give mUllous of free packof the country, and that was the
tion
by
ages. I take all the risk. Sold
drurTU
for cents a vial. For free package address,
Put Munyon. 63rd & jelterion its.. Philadelphia. Pa, when Congressman D J. Lewis of
Maryland reached tbe city to attend
SAVE YOUR MONEY.
tbe meeting of the State Orange.
After addresalug the grangers ConOne box of Tutt's Pills save
dollars In doc
tor'! bill i. A remedy for diseases ol the liver. gressmen Lewis hurried out to Minoo-ksick headache, dyspepsia, constipation and
and hunted up Donnelly. The meetbiliousness, a mUiloo people endorse

V

Af.it

Signature

far-awa- y

Explained.
"Helgho!" sighed Mrs. Stoutly. "You
used to sit with your arm around my
waist, John, but you never do It any
more."
"I'm sorry, dear," replied Stoutly,
"but there are some things that are
beyond my reach." Harper's Weekly.
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WHAT EVERY FARMER SHOULD KXOW
FORMULAS How to kill and cars pork and beat
Bow to tan fur and leather at borne. Bow to make
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cigar, so rich In quality that many smokers prefsar
Tell the dealer you want Lewis' Single Binds.
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When Kidney Troubles Keep
You in Misery Day
and Night

effected by Doan's Kidney Pills. Gra
testimony is the best evidence.
DRIVEN ALM08T CRAZY.
A

ut In a short time. We are selling a
Wonderfully fine body of land as own-

By LAWRENCE ALFRED CLAY
(Copriiaht,

nen who were afflicted In this
ist Doan's Kidney Pills have

,1

Terrible Tale of Kidney Suffering.
Mrs. H. W. Bessy. 1515 h fit., Bakers-fielCel., says: "My kidney trouble began

t no
re subject to kidney disease.
ers, guaranteeing perfect title, to the
so-they wear, the work they do,
homeseeker consequently no selling
sena- ind strain of besring and rear-i- ,
sly and
from after It has been shipped over commission Increases tbe price to tbe
Hi.- - lack of proper exercise;
n hour.
there by the Cotton Seed trust. Be- purchaser, who gets the last dollar of
hardly
sides, again, It would be so nice to value in the land.
bearing-dowpains, headache,
oe over
have a husband who could swear
faititncss, fits of "bines," and
me like
zy that
Good crops were raised in this secby simply shrugging his shoulders!
es often thought to be peculiar
I stagge
f there
tion last season when so many localiney se-- ,
Yes, the count left a pleasant ImRptuI to us
ties
rthnrt nop.
made
while
pression behind, and four days later,
when he invited Mrs. Dareforth to for free illustrated booklets, giving
lmey secretion, with passages
) years.
dine with him at a restaurant, chap- complete information. Tbe farmer
, scanty or burning, Just make
v Pitts
eroned by her aunt, the invitation who is now working land that be can
d that your kidneys are weak,
and while I did not notice much r ilief for
sell for high prices can
in
was accepted.
to help them.
a week or so, I continued peraisten tlv and
Mr. Fred Nevlns met them at the lands Just as productive, Just as cerwhen I had taken eight boxes I as feeliney Pills have helped a great
ins fine. The numbness and smart ing
door and conducted them to a table tain, getting a big increase In acreage
women through the trying
ally left, the kidney secretions
kidney disease means so much
In the most ceremonious way. He had
country.
tuts
new
wonderful
The
clear and natural and my health in iproved
i
y. They do not disturb the
got a pi a co as headwalter. That Is, re.'ter
one hundred percent. Doan's Kidn ey Pills
can here become owner of a
bowels and contain no poison-m- s
cured me at a time when it seem Ed that
he was to have a week to make good
opown.
of
a
home
his
solid
It Is
nor
drugs,
I would go crazy and I never can express
in. He did not smile. The widow
gtt
"I
can't
fust
isrmless for children too.
my gratitude."
was so astounded that she couldn't portunity for the rich farmer to behv smiled for cash down. The come richer and for the farmer with
aunt, who also knew Fred, had to small resources to become indepenWhen Your Back 1$ Lame Remember Ihe Name
swallow an olive or perish. The only dent. Terms, one-ilftdown, balance
deone maintaining a complacent
C
meanor was the count, and be in 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and years Prices $12
snarped his fingers at the head-wait- per acre and upward Notes payable
Sold by all Dealers. . Price 50 cents, rosier- - Milburn Co, Buffalo. N. Y, Proprietors
on or before maturity.
and said:
"Fellow, see that my orders are
Address:
attended to with promptness!"
CHA8. A. JONES,
Ready for Anything.
At that dinner the count grew conDIDN'T THINK SHE WAS TIRED
Manager S. M. Swenson A Sons,
B os.n i mrfim.
A popular neighbor had Just passed
fidential. He was in America to buy
Spur, Dickens County, Texas.
the right of a patent flying machine
Mr. Jinks' Mean Insinuaticn When to the great beyond In a rural Penn.y h..rrU. Write
BStt " 'JserOsLal
sylvania community and the underfor a million dollars one be could
Young Lady Dispossessed Him
H fto4 nhitHM.
JWflBS1BSpBI
A DRAW.
sell to his government for five miltaker stood at the door of the home,
M.SABEL a SONS
of His 8eat.
lion. He didn't need the four million,
when he heard the following remarks
lonhrtlsFure.lMss.Reil
V3
but he was a charitable man. He
"That was adding Insult to injury." by the minister:
would devote the profits of the deal
"Mine brethren und sisters, Joe
said Representative Mann, the minorto orphan asylums. He was praised
ity leader of the house, apropos of a Thomas he Iss dead. Maybe Joe Thomand flattered, and on the way out to
POCKET-BILLIAR- D
political squabble. "It reminds me of as he go to heaven up I no know, und
maybe Joe Thomas he go to hell
the taxi he dared to press the widow's
young Jinks.
press
hand. At her door he dared to
"Late one night young Jinks sat In down I no know, but, mine brethren
EASV PAYMENTS
LOWEST PRICES
It again.
a crowded trolley car, and, when a uad sisters, we must be brebared to
You cannot afford to experiment with
It was at his third call at the house
girl he knew got aboard and stood di- meet him."
goods
sold by commission agents.
untried
that with a simple shrug of the right
rectly In front of him, he made no
Catalogues free.
shoulder he let the widow know that
In the Matrimonial game there are rHE BRUNSWICK - BALKE COLLENDER C0MPAN1
sign. His face hidden by his newspahe was in love with her. Then a
14 West Main Street Dipt B. Oklahoma Clt, Okie,
per, he pretended that he didn't know lots of k'sses and many scratches.
shrug of the left warned her that a
the girl would like to have his seat.
proposal might come at the next call,
"After a while she spoke.
and that she had better get ready for
'"Good evening, Mr. Jinks.'
it
"'Why, good evening.'
It would be ungallant to say that
" 'I've been to the Primrose social
Mrs. Dareforth was ready for it, but
dance '
it can be related that the proposal
" 'Indeed.'
The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain
didn't come. The count Just ran in
"Then, after a pause, she added:
English, or Medicine simplibed, by K. V. Pierce, M. I).,
to say that he had bargained for the
" "It's a wonder, Mr. Jinks, you
Chief Consulting Physician to the Invalids' Hotel and Sur
patent, but was short $20,000 cash.
wouldn't offer me your seat!'
gical Institute at Buffalo, a book of 1008 large pages and
He must raise It within two hours or
"Jinks then got up. He was very
over 700 illustrations, in strong paper covers, to any one sending 21 one-ceprofit.
He
lose the four millions'
tamps to cover cost of mailing only, or, in French Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
Old Grouch So you had a fight with angry. Ho said, as he hooked himself
would have money from Rome by
Over 680,000 copies of tlxis complete Family Doctor Book were sold in cloth
strap:
to
a
you.
binding at regular price of $1.50. Afterwards, one and a half million copies
and If the widow Clarence. He claims he licked
next steamer,
'I thought yon wouldn't want It;
Ch oily Oh! the boastah! It's twue
revised edition it now ready
were given away as above. A new,
would
you
as
for,
you'd
said
to
a
been
dance.
for mailing. Better send NOW, before all are gone. Address World's Dis
She would and she did. She was be wumpled my cwavat dweadfully, I knew you must havo been sitting all
rsNSASY Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
happy to give him s. check for the but when It was all ovah bis collah the evening.' "
DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
amount needed, and the count shrug- was fwightfully wilted.
ged his gratitude with both shoulders
ONE REMEDY for woman's peculiar ailments good enough
THE
Hobby
of Wealthy Englishman.
PIMPLES COVERED HIS BACK
at once.
its
maker ere not afraid to print on' Its outside wrapper its
that
The earl of
who
Two hours later Mr. Fred Nevlns
very Ingredient. No Secrets No Deception.
many
will
be
entertaining
parties
at
told her over the wire:
"My troubles began along in the
e
THE ONE REMEDY for women which contain no alcohol and
during tbe next few
"I've got the bounce at that res- summer In the hottest weather and
g
drugs. Made from native medicinal forest root
months,
no
would
have
to
been
able
make
taurant!"
took the form of small eruptions and a living as an architect if he had been
established
well
curative value.
of
rewas
you
have,"
the
"Of course
Itching and a kind of smarting pain. born In a less exalted sphere. He de
ply. "Well, what now?"
me mostly all over my back votes some of his spare moments
business. It took
"I'm In the detective
and kept getting worse until finally
Went into it only twenty minutes my back was covered with a mass of evolving fascinating toy palaces, each
ago, but have already struck a clew." pimples which would burn and itch at a study of its kind, perfect in every
detail. One he had lighted with elec"To what?"
night so that I could hardly stand It tricity.
These Aladdin palaces arc
"To Count Lugi!"
This condition kept getting worse and
What! Fred Nevlus, I woi'se until my back was a solid mass eomeUmes passed on to lucky chil"What!
"
dren of his acquaintance. London
command you to
of big sores which would break open
But he shut her off, and she had a and run. My underclothing would be Sketch.
night of anxiety. Next forenoon Fred a clot of blood.
On to Her Job.
came again. This time he said:
"I tried various remedies and salves
Mrs. Colin Cabbie Do you ever per"Hot on the trail!"
Chicago,
Louis or
for nearly three years and I was not mit your husband to have his own
"What do you mean?"
any
was
getting
I
seemed
benefit
It
way?
your
got
check
"Count Lugi. He
City,
Mrs. Strongmlnd Oh, yes, occasioncashed, but I hope to get him with In eternal misery and could not sleep
I was ally. He is sure to make a fool of
my
on
on
or
a
cbalr.
back
lean
the goods on him."
"Fred Nevlns, have you gone finally given a set of the Cutlcura himself, and that makes him easier to
Remedies and Inside of two weeks I manage next time."
comfort you
crasy!"
No answer. He was off again. Two could see and feel a great relief. I
awful hours passed, and then came kept on using Cutlcura Soap, Ointment
When Your Eyes Need Care
and also the Resolvent, and In about
tbe ring again.
Try
Eye Remedy. No Smarting Feels
three or four months' time my back Fine Murine
Acta Quickly. Try It for Red, Weak,
"Got him at last!"
nearly
was
Byes and Granulated Eyelid. Illusnew
like
I
cured
and
a
Watery
felt
"Got who?"
Book In each Package.
Murine Is
I am In good health and trated
cmi. pounded by our Oculists not s "Patent Med"Count Lugi. Took him off the being. Now any
bet mod In successful Physicians' Prac- BBBB
no sign of
skin diseases and I icine"
tice for many ears. Now dedicated to the Pubsteamer about to sail. Got your $20,-00-0 am
There are several trains at
fully satisfied that Cutlcura Reme- lic and told by llriiKglsti at Sta and Wc per II. .it I...
back for you. He was formerly
Murine Hye Salve In Aseptlo Tubes, J6o and 60c.
different hours to suit
ever
are
skin
dies
made
for
best
the
a barber."
Murine Bye Remedy Co., Chicago
Elecyour convenience.
That night the Jolly bachelor was diseases. I would not be without
(Signed) W. A. Armstrong,
them."
Young America's Reply.
taken seriously for once. When he Corbln,
lighted
tric
Pullmans and'
Kan., May 26, 1911. Although
had finished telling his story he said:
"Why did Shylock want a pound of
free
reclining
chair cars
Soap
Cutlcura
are
and
Ointment
sold
you
need
bad
"So you can see how
flesh?"
by
druggists
everywhere,
and
dealers
through
are
run on
trains
a husband who is in the detective
"I suppose he knew that the price
book,
a sample of each, with
business."
through
Pullman
of meat was going up."
a
to Chiapplication
on
mailed
will
free
to
be
reply.
was tbe
Katy
Limited.
the
SBBBBBBBBB
cago
on
"Cutlcura," Dept. L, Boston.
"Which is toe."
A Possibility,
For an? travtl Information, farts,
,
gone
to that meeting, full of
"lie's
birth, itc, sit KatAg4M, orwntt
Brewer's Rule.
It was common knowledge that at lire."
Geo. R. Hacker,
Danger of a Foreign Spouse.
"Then be had better be careful .or
o'clock noon the wealthy brewDistrict Passenger Agent,
twelve
One of the most prominent college
will
put
they
him out."
Oklahoma City.
professors took unto himself as wife a er called in all the poor men in the
very charming and highly cultured neighborhood who warmed themselves
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure conGerman lady who is exquisitely par- over store and factory gratings and stipation. Constipation is the caute of
food,
of
presents
tbem
small
many
made
diaeaaet. Cure the cause and you
ticular about all small matters.
Several years ago, Just after she had clothing or money. The brewery grat- cure the disease. Easy to take.
come to live in this country, she was ings alone possessed no occupants.
"We don't dare stand there on acTl' mind has more room in It than
ever on the qui vlve for new forms of
count of the fumes," said one unfortu- most people think, if you would but
expression.
AMMUNITION
Gray.
One nlgbt the professor came home nate who had been requested to va- furnish the apartments.
"He
of cate the trunkmaker's grating.
worn out with the troubles
rt.'RKI) IN TO II DAYS
won't give to anybody who smells Tuiir 1'Il.ES
As be was dresscommencement
,n uagl.l will refund money II
1'AKU i.
M lulls to cure any rasa of Itehlng. Blind,
ing to attend a very formal receptoin beery."
UK.
Revolver
Bleeu. ng or Protruding Plies luSUtUdaya.
Pistol Cartridges
he remarked:
For
where
situations
you
need your "nerre" you'll
His Economy.
"I wish we weren't going to this
find Robin Hood Ammunition a confidence-make- r.
If a leap year girl has money to
"What is your idea of economy?"
shindig."
Every cartridge is carefully made and loaded with our
burn It Isn't difficult for her to find a
"Shindig!" repeated his wife; "what asked one statesman.
''progressive combustion" smokeless powders.
Tbe
youug man willing to furnish a match.
my
except
coneverybody
"Making
impelling force is forward not backward.
is that?"
get
along
with as little
With this combination of perfect primer and scleotlflc pow"It's the sort of thing we're go- stituents
Mrs. Wroslow'a Soothing- Syrup for Children
e
der you get s
accuracy and peuctration that eliminates
ing to tonight," answered her hus- money as posnlble," replied the other. teething, sofleua tbe gums, reduces Inflammapersonal huiard.
tion, kllays pain. cure, wind colic, X6c a bottle.
band.
Your dealer sells our Metallic Cartridges and Shot Shella-U- ou
tor our valuable catalogue of omutiuuWhen people begin to aay to ft
At the close of a very enjoyable
tac'u"
It takes a genius to play the fool
evening tbe professor beard bis wife woman, "How young you are looking," It's a sign she Is getting old.
ROB1N HOOD AMMUNITION CO.
and make It pay.
, I have so much
saying: "O, Mrs. P
enjoyed your shindig." Harper's
6th St. S wanton, Vt
Riches do not make a man happy;
In planning for the future dont
overlook the present
It Is what he gets out of them.
Advice to a Friend.
The young roan waa about to be
married.
"Praise your wife's grace and beauty constantly," advised one friend.
"But don't overdo It." counseled an
otter. "She nay conclude that she
has thrown herself away on you, and
want to go on the stag,"
Beoaune of tfteee uatlr. urtixly, gray holrtt. UmLA OHIOLS" HAIR DREMINO. PHIOK, ni.OO, retell.
re-O- n

in.

br Associated UUnrr Press.)

When a man la a Jolly bachelor of
be belong! to three or
four clubs when be la liberal with
bit money and la familiarly called
KYed by every oue, how la any one
going to take him seriously?
It
can't be done. He can not get credit
for being more than half In earnest.
Such a man waa Fred Nevin. and
now and then he found It embarrassing not to be credited with seriousness.
When be dropped In to see the
widow Dareforth
one afternoon and
offer her his hand and heart. It was
rather embarrassing to receive the
reply:
"It's a matter you Just happened
to think of."
" 'Pon my soul, but I have loved you
"
for for
"For thirty long seconds!"
"For a whole year."
"Poor man! How you must hove
thrashed around nights!"
"But won't you believe met"
"No, sir. Even if I did, I should
say no."
"But what's the trouble T"
"Mr. Nevlns, I married one
man, and I don't want another.
If I marry again, It won't be a sissy.
You've got money and you've got
brains, and on are throwing them
both away. You are a nonentity outside your circle."
"Oh, it's that I'm not in a profession or working at a trade?" he
queried.
"Just that. Just Idling your time
away. Just being a sissy of a man.
You may find some women to marry
yon, but I sha'n't credit her with
good sense."
"By George! but I dont amount to
much, do I?" laughed Fred. "Come to
think of it, I ought to seek a Job at
something."
"And be told that yon couldn't
earn ten dollars a week!"
Say, now, I'm going to
"Perhaps!
be different. I'm going to make a
new start. Let's see what I can go
thirty-wh- en
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lutfi coiled iha next day

Into. The detective business is not
d."
The widow laughed.
"And the beadwalter at a restaurant makes fifty dollars a week."
She laughed again.
"Would you rather see mo in one
of those occupations than doing notL-ng?- "
"I certainly
Then I'd
should.
change my mind about your being a

lsty."

You shall change it!"
"Meanwhile, drop In occasionally
and renew your proposal. I can always appreciate a bit of humor."
"Great Scotts! She calls II Stno'"
groaned the bachelor as he left the
house. "1 must have her or uie, uua
yet she won't see anything but humor
In it!"
Count Lugi called the next day
He had been rather dilatory In getting around to it, as he had had
trouble In ascertaining the
When
widow's financial standing.
the report came that she was worth
bout $2,000,000 he ordered his auto
around and commanded his chauffeur
to break all speed laws.
Count Lugi was an Italian count
He owned castles In Italy. Some
were built on peaks and crags, that
be might hear the wind moan
around the gables; and some were
on the seashore, where the roar of
'the mad waters could be heard as a
count sat in his library and smoked
end sipped a cocktail.
Count Lugi wanted a wife, but not
m rich one. The poorer she was the
'better. She would then 'appreciate
this tens of millions far more. Of
'course, if be should chance to be
loved by a rich woman he would
have to make the best of It, but
never, never, would he consent to
use one single stiver of her money.
The count got this much off In a
twenty-minut- e
widow
call.
The
not too
Dareforth was charmed
much so, but moderately charmed
She had always wanted to live In an
and have bananas
Italian castle
right at bans. Besides, Italy is the
plac where the pure olive oil comes
"Good!
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Flood Gate of Opportunity Is Now Open

Hi 111

To the People of Clovis and Surroundings This Will Surpass Any Merchandise Event Heretofore

1

We are going to leave the town that we have helped to make famous from its infancy. We sincerely regret to leave,
but Mr. Claude Miller, Sr. member in this firm, now operating the large department store in Oklahoma City, is moving in
all tke stores that he is connected with and therefore wo must go. We expect to get cleaned up in a very short time and
iat iHef t we will ship to Oklahoma City. Mr. Miller's motive is to secure the managers at each place to assist him in
his large store where he is establishing a wonderful wholesale and mail order business combined with his Enormous Retail
Business which calls daily for more competent men at the heads of departments.

0

We have appreciated the business given us in Clovis more than words can express and with Clovis we leave our whole
heart and soul and wishing the town and people prosperity and success which Clovis and Curry cbunty are unquestionably due
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Show Cases and Fixtures For Sale. This Sale IsFor
the Cash. We Will Not Charge Any More Goods. Our Doors Open For This Sale Tuesday, March 12,
At 7:30 A. M.
All Accounts Due Us We Will Appreciate it if You Will Come in and Pay Up In Full
All we want is in the
Handsome New Spring Dresses and neighborhood of cost, and all odds and ends will go regardless of any where close to cost. The freight rate is so
high out of here that we are forced to sacrifice the price on our goods on this Sale. You get the benefit of all new
New Skirts

Bear This

We have

spring oi jer and they will go on this sale at actual cost, first
first served. Pretty walking skirts, High waist line, also
pretty new Silk and Wool dresses. You can't oyer look this
offer, they are Bargains for you.
F

Hi'
-

Ribbons,

Laces,

w'

Trimmings,

Children

D. M. C.

thread,

Notions,

3ur stock is

25 Brand

Hosiery

Sweaters, a
styles at Half Price.

Ladies'

Men's Fine Rib

!

Ladies Shoes and Oxfords
You can have

the

On this s

cost and below.

l-- 2c

Underwear

n

at 75 cents

..lull

.

are showing the greatest line of underwear in New Mexico in
.

both Summer and Winter weights. Wool and Lisle.

Men's Hats
Hat Sale worth your while,

41

Price Is It

What we
don't sell we will ship back

Purses to Oklahoma
In white cloth, also black
and white Swede, and a
swell line of Leather
Bags all go at cost.

City.

prices will sell it all.

But

ing at actual cost is bound to suit the boys, both in style
and price. Age 3 to 16. Price $1.00 per suit and up. We
have a big new stock.
Wonderful Values in men and boys shoes and oxfords, in dress and
work shoes. We have received already some new spring oxfords,
aNo dress and work shoes these included will go in with the restof
our immense stock of shoes and low cuts. They will be handed
out at first cost. Some few lots at less than cost.

Men s Elastic Seam Drawers at 35 cents per Pair.
Men's RJb Union Suits worth $1.65, this sale 85 cents

moving.

2:

a hit this time on Boy's Suits, our big lot go

80c per garment.

Freight rates are too high
therefore we expect to sell
our $30,000 Stock before

safe

Boys Suits

$400.00 worth of mens spring Panti
ceived week before last, all we have tc

about these is they go at old hard

This is final.

New Spring

(mm

Hats at $2.75. $3.50 Beaver
Hats, all styles, your choice $2.40. Other Hats low as $1.00.

We will make

alls and jumpers at

Boss Raw

One lot Best Stetson

Headlight and all

the rest of our over-

all kinds of styles.

Edge Stetson Big 4 Hats, at only $4.65. Other Stetsons low

Every Day by Express and Freight we Are Receiving
New Goods We Bought and Couid Not Cancel So You Get the Benefit of these Buys

I
:

This Sale.

Hosiery for men. Hose
From
style.
every
7
a pair on up.
Silk ones at 29c pair
other lisle Hose much
cheaper.

MEN AND BOYS
We

,

--

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmkMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

silk

That Word
Profit Does
Not Exist at

cost.

1 1

Trunks, grips and suitcases, we received a
Big Shipment two weeks ago, values up
to $15.00, they go at hard down cost.

new

underskirts, Black and
in other colors. To go
on this clean up sale
at $2.29 and up.

Our Hosery for women in black
and all colors. Silks, lisles, tans
and whites. EmbroMried' and
etc. They all go at old hard

also a
In Black and Tan at, two pair for .15. Others a littfe
line of colors. In fact our children and infant Hose stock is complete
and all go at cost.

styles.

New Silk Petticoats

all

Styles

large and while they last it will be a treat to the buyers.

P

Hose

Price to the lowest end. This includes tiie Hart Schaffner

at $3.25.

If you have been in our store lately you know that we are showing some nice silks sringl
Frencjlfcwris, Basketweave linens, fancy dry goods Imported Ginghams, dress linens in white and
in colors, table linens, in new spring patterns. In fact all this line of spring goods will aSW this saleHflevery yrrd is 3old at cost and less.

Ladies

Three Thousand Dollars worth of Men's Clothing, including a shipment of Spring suits that we will sacrifice the
Marx line and other suits as low as $4.00 a suit.

Dress Goods in Silks, Woolens, Linens, Lawns, Ginghams, Etc.

American Lady and Gossard corsets, two of the best known
corsets on the market, long as they last at same old cost.
Better come early.

Embroideries,

of goods is going to be sold and sold in a short time.

Store Closed Monday, Marck 11th Arranging For This Sale
Opening Tuesday, March 12th at 730 A. M

Ladies waists in new spring styles, ir wash and silk. They
go at the lowest.
Ladies underwear in unions, vests, and other styles also
muslin underwear. Princess Slips, Corset covers Petticoats
and etc. as long as they last at Cost and some few less.

HE

that our $30,000 Stock

goods which have been shipped to us this spring.

just received our New Dresses and Skirts, our

in

MMm

In Mind

Remember we

have the best
stock of shoes
in New Mexico. They
Go.

must

cost, the

d

patterns are swell.

Work Shirts, All styles
Blue, Tan and Gray
Only 37c.

at

Doctors Said
Health Cone
Suffered with Throat Troubre
Mr. B. W.

Btrnct,

D.

x
of

Sheriff
Warren

County,
T e

a letter
Mc--

i

bid

"I

doc-to- n

All

failed to do

any

good,

Mr. B W. D. Barnes.

try Peruna,

and after wing four bcttltw
can say I waa entirely cured."

Unable to Work.
Mr. Gustav Himmelrelch, Hochheim,
Texas, writrs:
"For a number of yeara I auffered whenever I took cold, with severe attack of
asthma, which usually yielded to the common home remedies.
"Last year, however. I suffered for eight
montha without interruption so that I
could not do any work at all. Tbe various medicines that were prescribed
brought me no relief.
"After taking six bottles of Peruna,
two of Lacupia and two of Manalin, I
am free) of my trouble so that I can do
all my farm work again. I can heartily recommend this medicine to any
ono who suffers with this annoying
complaint and believe that they will
obtain good results."
8TUDY,

ANYHOW.

Tea, she had to give up her
"Waa it a case of overstudyt"
"No; understudy."

part"

Useless.
"Why don't you make up your mind
to ceaae permitting your wife to
you?"
"I have made It up half a dozen
times, but it doesn't seem to do any
good at all. She refuses to concede
that I have a mind."
hen-pec- k

Moat men would rather give their
wives credit for what they do than
to give them money.
And many a man regards hia wife

as a poor relation.

THE CARELESS GROCER
Blundered, and Great Good Came of It.
A careless grocer left the wrong
package at a Michigan home one day
and thereby brought a great blesalng
to the household.
"Two yeara ago I wan a sufferer from
stomach troublea, ao acute that the
effort to digest ordinary food gave me
great pain, and brought on a condition
of auch extreme nervousness that I
could not be left alone. I thought I
should certainly become Insane. I was
so reduced In flesh that I was little better than a living skeleton. The doctors failed to give me relief and I despaired of recovery.
"One day our groceryman left a
package of Grape-Nut- s
food by mistake, so J. tried some for dinner. I waa
surprised to find that it satisfied my
appetite and gave me no distress whatever. The next meal I ate of It again,
and to be brief, I have lived for the
past year almost exclusively on Grape-NutIt has proved to be a most
healthful and appetizing food, perfectly adapted to the requirements of
my system.
"Grape-Nut- s
is not only easily
and assimilated, but I find that
since I have been using It I am able
to eat anything else my appetite fancies, without trouble from indigestion. The stomach trouble and nervousness have left me, I have regained my plumpness and my views of
life are no longer despondent and
gloomy.
"Other members of my family, especially my husband, (whose old enemy,
tbe 'heart-burn,- '
has been vanquished)
have alao derived great benefit from
the use of Grape-Nutfood and we
think no morning meal complete without it." Name given by Postum Co,
Battle Creek. Mich.
"There's a reason," and It is explained in the little book. "The Road
to Wellville," In pkga.
lever read (he stove letter? A sew
sm appears front Has to (lane. Tatar
-re
auaS fall m
s
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Operation of Loosening and
of Soil.

NEW

Crops
Used In Droughty Coun
can Beans Realize

Stir-rin- g

Free Color
Plans
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for any room yon
want to decorate

Shallow Cultivation Checks Rapid Loss mei
the
of Water From Surface, Kills
Weeds and Aids in Admitting
not
Air to Top Layer.
ods

You can have the pret- -

"sbsb!
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expert designers will

after the crop has been planted.
Is
For moist soils It is best to practice deep Ullage In the preparation of
the seed bed and shallow cultivation pan or tne crop,
which Is b
after the crop Is planted, beep till- by fallowing and clean tlllagi
age gives the plants a large amount and
after planting. With f
ol room In which to send their roots cent, of the precipitation
store
in search of plant food, allows the soil and the
use of drought-- t
soli to drink In the rainfall more free- crops which can withstand a
ly, and permltB the air to enter the
rlod. a foundation has been
for
soil and help In the preparation of success.
plant food. Shallow cultivation cheokR
There g plenty of work to do, and
the rapid loss of water from Its sur- it must be done thoroughly, not by
face, kills weeds, and helps to admit those people who flippantly regard
air to the surface layer of soil.
farming and usually slip out as soon
Plants are like animals In that they as things go wrong. Whether or nomust have food and drink or thpy lo engage in dry farming Is a most
soon sicken and die. Animals can serious question, and must be largely
move about from place to place and determined by the price of the land
secure their food, but plants must get and other conditions.
their food and water by sending their
The case with which a dust mulch
roots out Into the soil. The tiny roots can be sec.ired and yet not be of such
which spread out through the soli light character as to blow away, is
are busy all of the time taking up wa- Important as well as precipitation and
ter from the soil for the use of the water-holdincapacity of the soil.
atalk and leaves above. Thin water, Theoretically, clays hold most moisas It goes into the plant through the ture; in practice, loams will produce
roots, carries with It the plant food better crops because they do not so
which It has dissolved out of the little easily become parched on top and
soil particles.
lose moisture by evaporation. There
Place a lump of salt in a glass Ot are some so enthusiastic about dry
water and stir for a few minutes. The farming that they would not Irrigate
alt disappears, and you will find that if they could, but these are exceptions
the water has a salty taste. The salt and more and more is being done to
has dissolved In the water, and we say retain the rainfall In reservoirs and
that the salt is In solution in the wa- get a supply from deeper levels by
ter. All of the food which cornea from pumping, t
the soil must be in solution before it
There is a great deal of run off, even
can be used by the plant. The water in arid countries; Indeed, some of
that goes in through the roots presses them have become arid which were
out through the leaves into the air formerly fertile through erosion which
and leaves the plant food behind to gullied the surface, leaving no humus
build up the tissues of the plant
in the soil.
In Soutb Africa whole
If the soil Is hard and lumpy the lit- districts have been regressed by stoptle roots can penetrate far into it, but ping the gullies that had been formed
must feed near the surface. If we where torrential rains gullied out the
have a deep, mellow seed bed, the game, cattle and wagon trails.
roots are encouraged to go deep and
gather plant food from a large amount
of soil. The plant food in hard, lumpy BENEFITS OF DEEP PLOWING
ground Is not easily dissolved. Stirring the soil and breaking up the Moisture Content Is Increased and
Less Readily Lost Also Holds
clods bring the water Into contact
Heavy Rains In Summer,
with more soil surface and hastens the
solution of the plant food.
Root area is Increased In deeply
The depth to which the soil should
be prepared depends upon the depth plowed land. Plowing must be more
to wnicn tne plant roots will, pene- than eight Inches in depth before It
trate. Wheat, oats and other small .mi be considered as deep. Twelve
grains are shallow rooted and do not inct.es should gradually be attained
need so deep a seed bed as corn or for best crop results on good soils.
Deep plowing, combined with the
root crops.
growth
of deep rooted grasses, clovers
Soils that have always been plowed
shallow should be deepened gradually and other plants actually creates a
by setting the plow to firo annul nna deeper soil for plant life.
Both chemical action and bacterial
inch deeper each season until a depth
of eight or nine Inches has been reach- life are increased. Plants are dependent on both these actions for available
ed. If this deepening is not
done
The
gradually, the soil will be injured and fertility which they can use.
poor crops will result for several sea- moisture content is Increased and let's
readily lost the greater the depth to
sons.
which it Is stored and from whence
About
of the total space It can return by capillarity for plant
occupied by sand and about one-hal- f
use. Plant soup Is more plentiful.
of that taken up by clay Is occupied Deep plowing holds heavy
summer
by the soil particles themselves
and rains and prevents washing.
Is
the other half la taken up by air, if a living thing and needs both Soil
and
the soil be dry. For the best growth moisture, and can be killed by aid
saturaof crops about half of the apace not tion of stagnant waters,
therefore
occupied by soil should be equally di- drainage aids the effects of deep
vided between air and water. If
the plowing and deep plowing that of
soil is not drained this space be- drainage. Joe Wing
sayB: "The lowcomes entirely filled with water,
er depths of the soil often have In
and
the plants whose roots are feeding In them much mineral wealth
and little
the soil are suffocated from lack
of nitrogen. Turn them up, rnlx them
air and oxygen. Some plants, such as
with humus, which carries bacteria
the cypress and water Illy, have spe- and It will enrich them."
cial structures which enable them
Double your capital then, farmers,
to
obtain inelr oxygen from the air and by deepening your soil.
water, wniie their roots are entirely i
under water, but our common field
,1,, lint lw,.
..
nlantR
t.i power.
c iuis
Bonn
that are quite sandy and gravelly may
allow the water to pass downward too
rapidly and thus deprive the plants
of needed moisture.
In such cases It
is necessary to treat the land in such
a way that its water holding capacity
Is Increased.
This may be done by
plowing under stable manure or any
well rotted vegetable
matter,! which
assists the soil to hold water like a
sponge.
In the heavy soils tne water passes
feed is making
downward so slowly that plants In
butter fat this winter.
their early growth send out only a
Liberal feeding means to feed all
very shallow root system, because the the cows can eat and use to advantfree water is so near the surface and age.
because the common field plants will
He is in no wise s public benefactor
not send their roots Into free water. who keep two cows to do the work of
In time the wr.ter makes its way far one.
below the roots
of the plant;
For warts on teats, rub In some casa
drought comes on. and the plant dies tor oil once a day. It is a pretty sure
or shrlve's. because tbe root system ours.
in its early life did not extend deep
Although beef is away up In price,
enough to find tbe film water ithat Is. a good milk cow still Bell- - for more
a thin water coating
on the soil than a corn fed Bteer.
grains), which would supply It during
Dairy cattle present a flattering field
the dry season.
for tbe man who is prepared to give
his full at einlun to that industry.
If you would have the bank account
Price of Butter,
balance In your favor, be sure to feed
When farmers can get 25 cents or
dairy cows a balanced ration.
more for a futr quality of butter, as theGuessing at the
temperature
at present, there Is money in It for cream in winter is a hit or miss busi-of
them, and they can afford to give
ness. A thermometer
earns Its
that branch of husbandry a great deal way.
more attention than they do.
wire for hanging tbe
An overhr
lantern at milking time keep It In a
Dangers of the Corn Ration.
safe place. Slide it along from place
If the brood sows are wintered on
corn look out for dead litters, udder
When pumpkins era fed to cows it
troubles and
mothers by is always safest to take out the
and by. Much depends upon the win- seed mass first, writes one of our farm
tering Give a few apples every day. dairymen.
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DRY

The operation of loosening and stir- fort
ring tbe soil Is usually spoken of as be
tillage or cultivation.
Tillage includes both the preparation
bpfore
Planting and tin- worklne: of that anil

from
nnville,
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writes:
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20 Pretty Rooms
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COOKERY

Hitherto the vegetables of the ordinary cook have been a byword for
all that is "flat, stale and unprofitable," and so they have been robbed
of the prestige which their food value
entitles them.
The mineral matter, salts and flavors are boiled out in the water and
thrown away, the valuable constituents which are so necessary In the

mluced olives seasoned with butter
and lemon juice. Use only a bit of
the filling, fold over paste, p,lnch
tight and bake. The nice things about
these "bon bouches" Is that so many
different kinds of filling may be used,
almost anything In the meat line.
Ham shaved or chopped and mixed
with finely sliced pickle; salmon and
sour cucumber pickles chopped, and
a little lemon juice or vinegar; roast
mutton minced and mixed with cur-

the closely conto add
as much water when cooking.
A pint of green peas and a cup of
water with a head of lettuce, a
of sucar and two tablespoon-fui- s
of butter; mix together and place
In a bag and cook for thirty minutes
in a moderate oven.
To cook asparagus, tie up and put
into a greased bag with a quarter of
a cup of water; cook for forty minutes in a hot ovei..
Onions cooked with a very little
water, or none at all. and a cup of
milk added to cook them In, seasoning of salt and pepper and cook forty
minutes on a hot oven.
Potatoes, pee halve and put sufficient for the family into a baa with a
few tablespoonfuls of water, a leaf
of mint and a little Bait. Cook from
thirty to forty minutes.
Spinach is washed and put into the
bag without further water for cooking. Cook thirty to forty mlnutea and
place the bag In a dish Into which
drain off the Juice by piercing with
a fork.
Cutlets. Take a teaspoonful
of
salted flour, mix with it two
of curry powder, grease a
bag vry thoroughly. Have ready a
few cutlets, dust them with flour, put
Into the bag with a tablespoonful of
minced onion and a cup of chicken
stock, which may be made from the
bones of a roasted fowl. Fold and
6eal the bag and cook for forty-fivminutes. Dish up on a hot platter
and pour the sauce over the cutlets.
Is

less

REVIEW8.

Here are a few savory mouthfula
to be served on different occasions:
Take a good rich pastry, puff paste
is the best, but the plain will do

blood.
Now In cooking vegetables In bags
nothing Is lost,
The cooking Is easier, no odor to
penetrate the house, and the result Is
a tasty,
dish. As the

evaporation

eoer Prea
we will null roa
hare the beat dwe
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Alabastine
Beautiful Wall 7inf

Thm
t
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than wall pi
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lutt mix with ctM
water and pot on. Direction! on
each package
Full
While 50c , Regular Tint. 5 feu

lair

Alabastine Company
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FREE HOMES

Jelly.

FOR A

For a change and an appetising
sandwich filling, scrape a
apple, mix wtth French dressing which has been mixed with two
tablespoonfuls of olive nil. a. dash of
salt and pepper and a half tablespoonful of lemon Juice; spread on the buttered bread. Brown bread Is especially good for this sandwich and one
slice may be spread
with cream
cheese and the other with the apple-Pastrare easily converted Into toothsome mouthfuls like
tarts, cheese straws and cakes to
serve with tea. A delicious little accompaniment to salad Is prepared by
rolling the pastry, sprinkling thickly
with grated rich cheese, fold and roll
and sprinkle again, then cut in diamond!) and bake. Serve either hot or
cold with a salad.
Delicious little tarts may be made
of the merest scraps, and after baking All with any jelly or Jam that
Is at hand.
Pastry baked around the wooden
molds and filled with sweetened, flavored whipped cream is another nice
dessert which may be prepared, all
but the filling, and kept for several
days.

Quarter Million
Northwest
Montana, Oregon and Minnesota,
combined, can provide homos for a
quarter million people and
each
man a deed to s 160 or S0 acre farm,
under the provisions of Uncle Sam's
homestead laws.
Moctana won the premium for the
beat wheat, oats, barley and alfalfa
In the United States at the
RrownYork
Land Show, and she has
more than twenty million acrea of
government land within her borders
capable of raising rich crops of these
Sroducts yearly. You can homestead
e

left-over- s

table-spoonful-

5

Central Oregon has been opened to
settlement by the completion of the
Oregon Trunk Railway. Crops raised
on its bench lands won against the
world at the last Dry Farming Con- Seventeen million acres of good
Jress. land
await the coming of the
homemaker here.
Minnesota, contrary to general opinion, haa over twenty million acrea of
unoccupied farm land. A million acres
of It la homestead land. Most of it
la logged off and wonderfully fertile.
Writs for the latest free booklet
published by the Great Nortl.ern Railway regarding the particular atats
you are most Interested in. Send s
postal to
B. a. USST,
General Immigration Agent,
Great northern Railway,
St. Paul, Minnesota

e

BE aa good as our fathers
must be better. When some
one nnt a cracked plate to China to
have a set made, every piece in the new
set had a crack In It.
-- Wendell Phillips.

MO

DINNER

IN

A

PAPER

The Fanner's Son's
Great Opportunity
Way wait for the old farm to become
your inheritance? Begin now to
prepare lor your future
,1'toeperny ana inaepeo-IdeneA tfre&t unmf.
lijnltT awalta you
la
jnniuoa.aaaKaicBewsn
lor Alberta, where 70a
I can aeon re a rrt-- n m- Isvead or Imr land alrot-laonab- ls
prices.

BAG.

GRINDSTONE that had not
For the roast, choose a rolled one,
grit In It how long would It
take to stiarpen an axT And uffalrr, that season well and rub thickly with salt,
had not grit In them, how long would slip into a bag which is large enough
tbay take to make a man.
for the roast; grease the bag with
H. W. Beecher.
suet, as butter burns more quickly.
A three-pounPORK DISHE8.
roast will take about
forty-fiv- e
minutes to roast. Slide the
Pork Is not an arlstociatlc meat, al- roast out on a heated platter, break
though it is the basis of an enormous the bag gently to allow the gravy to
Industry. Ham and bacon are not escape. Reheat the gravy and brown
without honor, but there are few cook with flour. The one drawback In pabooks that mention the cooking of per bag cookery is that, the gravy la
fresh pork, and rarely the preparation never the rich brown of ordinary
of salt pork, which is mainly used roasts. The flour to be added may
with baked beans. Cold roast pork Is be browned to overcome this defect,
as appetizing as any meat, and makes or "kitchen bouquet" may be added
a most acceptable salad combined for coloring.
with celery, as one does In preparing
A fowl roasted in a bag with a
chicken salad.
bunch of celery or an onion for stufIt Is only those who are privileged fing Is not a dish to be lightly esto raise and fatten their own pork teemed.
who fully enjoy it. Country Ufa and
Qrcaee a bag and partly fill with
country occupations furnish the right small, even sized onions, add a little
conditions for eating pork. Since the water and cook until tender, the time
rise in the price of pork It has been depending upon the else of the onions.
regarded with greater esteem.
Remove the bag. puncture the bottom
The most important thing to be re- to let the liquor escape, season with
membered in the cooking of pork Is butter and cream or with a white
that It should be thoroughly done, sauce, as one likes.
never served rare.
Potato straws are very attractive
Chopped salt pork, a cupful, added and quickly cooked. Peel the potato a homely fruit cake using dried toes and slice on a vegetable cutter
apple and molasses, makes a cake fit Into straws, parboil for five minutes,
drain, add butter, pepper and salt
for any epicure.
Spare ribs with sour kraut is an- and put Into a greased bag and bake
other homely but well-llkedish of for fifteen or twenty minutes. Serve
around the roast as a garnish. Sweet
our grandmother's.
potatoes are nice prepared
In this
wrapped
Bacon
around an oyster way
and sugar and butter added to
with a toothpick,
and skewered
put into the bag.
then boiled or baked in a hot oven la them when
Pies and baked puddings are much
aaotber ladylike dainty.
improved In texture if baked in bags.
A stuffed sparerlb may be new to
Cake to be used for puddings, that
some. Try, if possible, to buy one la a little stale,
may be freshened
a
little
meat
on
ha
left
the nicely by putting for a few minutes
that
bones; fill with a stuffing well sea- into a bag and laying on
the oven
soned with onion or sage and put on rack.
top another sparerlb. Place In a pan
For a small company chops are very
with a half cup of boiling water and nice cooked In the individual sice and
basting
roast an hour,
often. Tbe served piping hot in the bag to each
potatoes may be peeled and baked guest When our hotels
and restauaround the sparerlb.
rants take up paper bag cookery la
In
Beg.
up
Paper
Cut
Pork
cold earnest we will not be served with
roast meat in slices, add a finely cold chops or steaks.
shopped onion, a little tomato catsup
and a bay leaf, salt and pepper. Put
Into a buttered bag and bake on the
rack In a hot oven for ten mlnutea.
Serve In the bag so that the dish
to explain tbe statement
mn never sets on the British
same time well cooked, should be pui
youthful essayist wrote as
to cook In a very little water, lettlnc
"Tbe sun sets In the west
It all boll away, then season and
British empire lies In the
brown as usual.
ith and east" Strand.
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sir," h protested, seemingly anxious
to shield his officer from adverse
criticism. "You sea it's a double parlor, with a wall an foldln' doors
atween, an' the women are all in th
rear room. Of course, It's almighty
dark back there, an' they has to lie
pretty close, but blamed if I know of
any better place for them. This
house hain't got no cellar."
A man groped his way in from the
lighted hall, but halted close beside
the door, unable to perceive us In the
darkness.
"Is Captain Wayne here?" he asked.
"Yes; what Is It?"
"Major Brennan has had two of his
men hit, sir, and wishes you to spare
him three of yours, unless you are hotly pressed."
"All right; there's nothing doing
here," I answered, Instantly determining upon my course. "Corporal. I
shall leave you In command of this
side for a few minutes. I believe 1
can be of more Immediate value elsewhere. Bungay, you and Elliott come
with me."
The lower ball, having no windows
In it, was the only safe place In the
building, and her a light had been
kept burning. The door which, as
Judged, must lead Into the back parlor, was closed, and fastened upon
the Inside. At least it refused to yield
to my hand when tried. Another In
front stood very slightly ajar.
"Report to Brennan," I whispered
into Jed's ear, "and forget to mention
I am with you. I desire to Investigate
matters for myself a few moments."
He nodded to Intimate that he un
derstood, and then we crept, one at a
time, Into the front apartment, hug'
glng the floor closely to keep beneath
the range of the bullets which swept
every now and then through the
broken windows, and chugged into the
wall behind us.
I was the last to
wriggle in through the narrow opening, and rolling instantly out of the
tiny baa of light, I lay silent for a
moment, endeavoring to get my bear
lngs. I was determined upon just one
thing to obtain speech with the worn
en. learn, If possible, their exact sit
uation, and. If I found It necessary.
insist upon their better protection. An
Insane jealousy of me should not con
tinue to expose them to unnecessary

1

w

QhclwSioiorcfAGRifir Jacket (F
WAc?

Tns (tory oprnn In ft CnnfenVrMe
at critical stage of ths Civil TVnr.

countenance flushed with anger, and
clouded by doubt, he appeared almost
tent like one
At sight of me
On he gave updetracted.
all attempt to control his

"What does all this mean?" he demanded hoarsely.
"Who are these
men? Caton. If you have betrayed
us, by Ood, I will shoot you dead."
"There is no betrayal," returned the
With the dlapatrhea while Wavno and Mv Lieutenant, coolly.
"These men are
lJdV of the North are left alone They
seek shelter In ft hut and entering It In friends."
the dark a huge maatlff attack Wayne
"Friends?" he laughed cynically.
The girl shoota the brute Juat In time.
The owner of the hut, Jed Bungay, and "Friends? In that uniform, and you
Jilg wife appear and Boon
of
ft pftrty
horsemen approach
They are led by a attired in a Rebel cavalry . jacket?
man claiming to be Red Lowrtc but Who Friends? that fellow over there?" and
prove to be Mai. Bronnan. a Federal
officer whom the Union gfrf recognizes. he pointed derisively at me with his
He orders the trrest of Wayne as a spy pistol barrel.
"Damn you, but I beand he Is brought before Sheridan, who lieve you are
all a pack of lying
threatens him with death unless he reveals the secret message. Wayne believes thieves!"
Edith Brnnan to be the wife of MaJ.
Caton's face burned. He took one
Mrennan. He Is rescued by Jd Bungay,
who starts to reach Clen. Uea, while step toward him. his bands clinched,
wayne In dlasrulae penetrates to the ball
room, beneath whlrh he had been im- - and when he spoke his clear voice
shook with Intense Indignation.
uWT
"Major Brennan," he said coldly deWaynP
,hi,!w.nr"n5anh.Iecoln,,,n,,t
says C
a pass liberate, "you are my superior officer,
tnrough the lines, they are confronted by but you go
beyond all privileges of
llrennan who is i,nocked eenoeless. Then.
makes a rant in those words. I say these men
Vi$!th adleu- Wayne
iL"lnf
''bTty. He encounters Bungay are fi lends;
Tiffh
they have sunk the Issues
they
reach the Lee camp and are sent
w ith reinforcements
to
Early. In the of war In order that they may answer
battle of Shenandoah Join
the regiment Is
overwhelmed, and Wayne, whflo In the the call of humanity. If you dare imhospital,
by
visited
Edith Brennan. peach my motives any further, I shall
wayne and Bungay are sent
on a scouting detail, and arriving
at the Minor hurl back the cowardly insult In your
Place, Wayne meets MIsb Minor
and Mrs. face. I will take no Buch words, sir,
Bungay.
and
later Edith appears from any living
Wayne s detachment
man."
Is besieged by guerrillas.
Brennan looked at him, his lips
struggling with the utterance that
CHAPTER XXVIII. Continued.
would not come.
Knowing well the
All that occurred next was but the danger of such delay, I hastily pushed
Impulse of a second. I stood with aside the ring of men, and fronted
hand resting lightly upon the mule's him. determined to end this foolishneck, his long head drooping sleepily ness then and there.
"Major Brennan," I said firmly, igbeside my shoulder. I saw Ued Low-Tithrow up his gun, all his evil na- noring his efforts to silence me. "you
ture written In his face, his cruel eyes must listen to reason whether you
Instantly aflame with anger, and. In- wish to do so or not. My troopers
spired by the desperation of our case, are vl around you; I have two men to
I stooped suddenly, and blew with all your one In this house, and can enmy force Into that long, pendant ear. force my will if necessary. Now mark
Beelzebub gave vent to one snort, of what I say we are not here In anger
mingled rage and terror, and then let or in war, but to help you in the prodrive, backing Into that cluster of tection of endangered women. We
choice rascals like a very thunderbolt captured your courier, have dispatched
of wrath, cleaving his way by every one of our own number into the Fedlightning blow of those nimble legs, eral camp for aid, and have fought
and tumbling men to right and left. our way in here to stand beside you
There was a yell of fright, a wild and your men In defence of this
scramble for safety, a perfect volley house against those ruffians without
of cursing I saw Red Lowrle go You can use us or not, jut as you
tumbling backward, a heel planted please; it rests with you to say whethfairly In the pit of his stomach, and er we shall be comrades in arms on
the next instant Craig, swearing like this occasion, or whether I shall asa pirate, was Jammed down on top oM sume command by the power of force
mm, a red gash across his forehead. which I chance to control."
He seemed utterly unable to grasp
It was all accomplished so speedily,
that It seemed but a medley of heels, my full meaning, to comprehend the
of wildly cavorting mule, of scram- situation.
bling, falling men.
"You mean, you would fight with
"Fire!" I cried excitedly. "Sock it us? under my command?" be asked inInto them, lads, and follow me!"
credulously.
There was a quick outburst of
"I offer my services under your orflame, a thunderous report, and, with- ders," I replied clearly, "and these
out waiting to see or hear more. I men In gray will obey mine."
sprang forward through the dense
I actually thought he would extend
smoke, and raced madly toward the his hand, but some remembrance sudfront door. Caton panted at my side, denly restrained him.
and I could hear the heavy feet of
"1
of course, Captain Wayne," he
a score of men pounding the tu.f be- stammered, at length, "I I must achind us. The rush waa so rapid, the cept your offer. I I am grateful tor
noise so great and confusing, I could it, but I shall insist upon one thing;
not distinguish whether we were even there must be a final settlement of the
fired upon from the rear, but I marked personal matter existing between us.
a red flash at one of the windows in 1 am not willing to waive my rights
our front, and heard behind me a In this."
sharp wall of agony.
"There Is no occasion for your doing
"If any man drops, pick hlra up!" so, sir," I answered coldly, for I conI called, and at that
moment we sidered the reference at that moment
sprang up the steps, and began pound- in extremely ill taste.
"When our
ing loudly against the door.
work here has been accomplished, you
"Open up!" shouted the Lieutenant, will find me very much at your servanxiously. "Brennan, open up, quick! ice."
It's Caton with help."
He bowed gTavely.
I though It never would open.
A
"I am exceedingly glad we undervolley crashed Into us, knd Sands stand each other," he said. "May
pitcked down upon his face, clutching ask the size of your command?"
at the man next him as he fell.
"Sergeant," I questioned, "whom
glanced back anxiously a dark, con- have we lost?"
fused mass of men, without military
"Nelson vos kilt, I dinks; der Kid
formation, were running across the Is not here yet. und Sands vob vound-eopen space toward us.
had."
"'Bout face!" I shouted. "Ixad at
"Very well; then, Major Brennan, I
will Are!"
tender you sixteen men fit ror duty,
We poured one scattering
volley besides myself. You are doubtless
into them. It halted their movement acquainted with the house, and can
for a moment, and then the door assign us to positions where our servopened a scant crack.
ices will prove of greatest value."
"Is this you, Caton?"
He had completely recovered bis
"Yes; for Ood's sake, open up!"
by this time, and spoke
The heavy door swung slowly in- now with the terse sentences of a
ward, and with a wild rush to be first, tried soldier.
we surged headlong Into the hall.
"I thank you, Captain Wayne, and
will ask you to choose four men and
CHAPTER XXX.
assume command of the east side of
the house. Caton, you take the same
A Union of Yank and Keo.
number for defense of the rear. CapAs the heavy door clanged behind tain, what Is your sergeant's name?"
us some one upon the outside began
'fibers, an experienced German solpounding upon it, while with deadly dier."
ohug a bullet crashed into the oaken
"I should have suspected his napanel.
tionality. Let hlra have command of
"Donnerwetter!"
shouted a deep four more, and cover the west winvolet), wildly. "Cajptaln, 1 am yeL out dows. I shall defend the front myself,
mtt der bullets.
as have been doing."
"Very well." I answered shortly, tor
With a crash flung aside the thick
iron bar which answered as a lock his eyes had remained fixed upon me
and drew In the 1 ergeant, yet panting all the time be was talking. "Take
heavily froi his ard run.
the positions assigned you. lads, and
Iny, a ot Vas
a narrow do not permit a man from without to
I released
put foot on the veranda. If they once
squeak,
my gre
hurled the succeed In getting under cover ot the
porch roof, they will gv us plenty of
door bi
A di
suspended trouble."
t wide hall
from th
The. position ror defence assigned
within. As to my cars took me Into the dining-rooreveal
1 turn
of the mansion a spacious, alline, ai
most square apartment, containing
h bis back to the stair-'olve- r three large windows reaching nearly
SUndln
grasped tightly In to the floor. The outside blinds had
railing,
either hand, bi eyes burning, his been closed, but the glass In the panes
starts on his mission. Thy s;pt within
the line of the enemy and In the dark-

ness Wayne In taken (or ft Federal officer And a young . lady on horseback la
riven In his charg-eShe la ft northern
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was mostly broken, and there were
other evidences that the firing had
been both heavy and continuous. I
found two soldiers of Brennan's party
within, both lying upon the floor, and
peering cautiously through the apertures of the blinds. They glanced up
at us with undisguised amazement.
"It's all right, lads," I said heartily.
"Never mind our colors tonight; we
are all fighting the same way."
I had taken with me Bungay, together with three of my troopers, and
after placing them as advantageously
as possible, I stretched myself out on
the floor, and applying an eye to a
convenient opening took careful survey of the situation without This
present cessation of activity was, 1
felt convinced, only temporary. 1 did
net expect, from all I could now see,
that the final assault would take place
upon my side of the building. The
massing of the main body of th besiegers before the front entrance, together with the presence there of
their leaders, was sufficient to convince me that this was to prove the
principal point of attack, and from my
knowledge of such affairs I decided
that probably the first signs of returning daylight would be the signal for a
determined assault The dark Interior
of such a house as this offered too
many defensive advantages whrch the
daylight would largely overcome.
"Have you had some hard fighting?"
I
asked of the man lying next me, a
fellow, wearing the yellow chevrons of a corporal of cavalry.
"They pitched in mighty strong at
first, sir," he answered civilly. "An'
we had so few men they pretty nearly
peril.
rushed us, fer sure, ft was our
Brennan was directly across the
rifles thet drove 'em back."
We relapsed Into, silence, each In- room from where I lay. I could hear
tent upon the uncertainty without. As his voice Issuing low. stern orders.
I lay there, gazing anxiously into the
"If you'll only keep down you're
1

manly-lookin-

g
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self-contr-
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CHAPTER XXXI.
Conversation In the Dark.
surprise at the Intimate cordiality expressed by her
words and manner I failed in utterance. Anticipating coldness. Indifference, possibly even resentment at my
presuming to approach her, I was Instead greeted by an unstudied warmth
of welcome that made my heart beat
fiercely.
"Surely I am not mistaken," she
questioned, rendered doubtful by my
silence. "Is not this Captain Wayne?"
"There is no mistake," '. hastened to
assure her, "but I had anticipated
from our last meeting a far less cordial greeting."
"Oh," she exclaimed, with a light
laugh, "and Is that all? Yet surely, If
I was to believe my own eyes I was
perfectly Justified in my actions then.
However, Captain, I hare been forced
to realize the truth of that situation,
and am now disposed to make up to
you In kindness for all my unjujt
suspicions."
"1 am more than delighted to learn
that cloud is no longer to overshadow
us. Miss Minor has mad a full explanation, then?"
"You have been completely exonerated, and restored to my good
graces."
As she spoke, I became aware that
she was busily engaged upon some
task, and when she ended I felt th
steel of a
touch my hand.
"Please pass this to Maria," sh
said calmly, "and hand me back th
one she has."
"You ar loading, then?" I asked, as
I complied with her request
"We have all been busy. Isn't It
terrible? I was so frightened at first,
but now they tell me that you and
your men have come, there Is no longer danger of those horrible creatures
getting In here."
"You knew, then, that I was in th
house?"
"I was told some noble Confederates
Caton
had accompanied Lieutenant
back to aid us, but your name waa
not mentioned."
"Then my appearance must have
proven a complete surprise?"
"Yes, and no," she answered frankly. "I waa not sure It was you, of
course, and I did not venture to ask.
but knew you were In the neighbor
hood, and that such an act would be
I was cerIn a way characteristic.
tain you would come If you knew, and
I I. well really, 1 hoped It waa."
In spite of a slight effort at restraint
I groped In the darkness
until I
touched her hand. For the moment
she permitted me to retain It, as if
unconsciously, within my grasp.
"Why?" I questioned, scarcely rely
ing upon my own voice.
"Oh, one always trusts friends more
readily than strangers, and I have
seen you in danger before, and pos
sess such confidence In your courage
and resource."
"But Miss Minor took particular
care to Inform me you felt little or no
Interest In me that you never oven
spoke of me except as she compelled
A

In my extreme

gun-barr-

1
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arch, as th flam of the discharging
rifles did not penetrate her. One I
hoard th nistl of a skirt, wbll a
faint sound ot whispering reached me
from the rear ot the room. Then my
hand, groping blindly along th walL
touched the lower fold of a dress. It
felt Ilk coarse calico to my Angers.
"Mrs. Bungay," I whispered cautiously, "is this your
Th woman started at sound of my
voice, but replied In the same low
ton; "Thet's my nam: Who m ought
y
be?"
"A friend of yours, and of your husband," I answered, for I doubted If
she would recall my nam. "Did yon
know Jed was here?"
"My man? Hlven be praised!
But
I'll knock ther bead off ther little devil
If ever I git ray hand on him, I wilt
thet. Whar's ther little Imp bin all
ther time?"
"Hunting for you, and crying his
eyes out," I answered, smiling to myself In the darkness. "Where Is Mrs.
Brennan ?"
"Jlat beyond me, thar In ther corner."
As she spoke a bullet whizzed past
us, having missed the obstruction of
I could
th piano.
feel the wind
stirred by Its passage, while Its peculiar hum told me It was a Mlnle
bail.
"You are too far out from the wall,"
I protested.
"You ar In range."
"Can't help It If I be. I'm yere ter
take ther guns from ther sojer, an'
pass 'em back."
I crept slowly along beyond her,
keeping close to the wall, but had
progressed hardly more than a couple
of yards, when I felt a hand lightly
touch me.
"I recognize your voice," ssld a soft
whisper, "and am so glad you are
here."
Who can guess the motives that Inspire a woman? This was my welcome, where I had anticipated cold
ness and repellant pride.

"Damn You, but

I

Believe You Ar All a Pack of Lying Thieves I"

darkness, I could not ..orbear wondering where Brennan hud concealed the
women to keep them from harm.
Would he Inform them of our arrival?
He could scarcely hope to keep the
fact long hidden, for they would certainly see some of my
and ask questions.
"They seem to be peckln' away pretty lively out in front," said the corporal, interrupting my reverie.
"In my Judg"Yes," I admitted.
ment that will prove the main point ot
attack. How many men did the Major have there before we cam?"
"Same as here, sir."
"And four of mine; that makes seven altogether, counting himself, and
two of these ought to be posted in the
upper story. He's bound to need more;
that firing is very steady."
"He's got the women loadtn' for
him. and that helps seme."
'
The women?" 1 asked, staring at
him In amazement. "Do you mean to
my Mrs. Brennan and Cella Minor ar
there in that front room?"
"Don't Know who they are, sir-t- wo
mlghtly fine lookin' young ladles,
an old lady with white hair, an' a big,
rough-looklf male, sir. The last one
wus bandlln' a gun to beat th band
Just afore you cam."
"And he keeps tl
there, exposed
What can the

1

safe enough," he said gruffly. "There
hasn't a shot come within a foot of
the sill. The ground slopes out yonder, and those fellows can t fire low.
Put the new men at the central window, and let them shoot at every flash
they see. Bradley will pass back their
empty guns."
I wondered how long our supply of
ammunition would hold out with such
a fusillade kept up, but ventured upon
no protest, for I was already groping
my way through the darkness along
the Inner wall. Furniture lay overturned In every direction, and
experienced considerable difficulty in
making progress through the debris
without attracting attention. A great
square piano stood directly across the
entrance to the back parlor, left by
the drawing nearly together of the
sliding doors. I waited rntil Bradley
had crawled through with an arra- ful of loaded guns, and then entered
also, creeping silently between the
piano legs. as I did so a bullet struck
the case above, and the whole Instrument trembled to the impact, giving
forth a strange moan, as If in pain.
Some one was groaning In the corner at my left, and supposing the
wounded to be lying there, 1 turned
more toward the right, keeping as
close as possible to the wall, hopeful
1 might
come In contact with one of
the women. I do not honestly know
stant shooting must have completely why I did this really I hid no excuse,
shattered the windows. There could except my natural distrust of Brennan,
be no safety for any or j except lying coupled with an eager desire to be of
flat upon th floor."
service to the woman of my heart.
Well, 'taln't quit so bad as that. Thar waa little to guide m la th
gray-Jacket- l,

1

j

you to do so."

For a moment she did not answer.
"How constant the firing continues,"

she said at last, as 1 sat struggling
dumbly with temptation.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Death Preferred.
Stirling Calder, the Philadelphia
sculptor, was reminded at the Frank
lin inn club, apropos of the Fourth of
July and Liberty, b.- a story about '.he
great Bartboldl statue lu New York
A.

bay.
"An eminent

English critic," he
said, "sailing Into New York bay for
the first time, saw Bartholdl's colossal
work and said:
" 'Is that Liberty?"
a friend replied.
"Then. said the critic, lv an
death.' "

",'

SEVEN YEARS
OF MISERY
How Mr. Bethune was Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Rrkeston, Mo.
"For seven years I
offered every thing. I was in bed for
four or Ave days at a
time every month,
and so weak I could
hardly walk. I had
cramps, backache
and headache, and
was so nervous and
weak that I dreaded
to see anyone or
have anyone move in
the room. The doctors gave me medicine to ease me at
those times, and said that I ought to
have an operation. I would not listen to
that, and when a friend of my husband's
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife, I was willing to take It
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do all my own housework, work in the garden and entertain
company and enjoy them, and can walk
as far as any ordinary woman, any day
in the week. I wish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girl, and tell them
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has done for me." Mrs.
Dema Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
Remember, the remedy which did this
was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
It has helped thousands of women who
have been troubled 'villi displacements,
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, that
bearing down feeling, indigestion, and
nervous prostration, after all other means
have failed. Why don't you try it ?
HER PLANS MADE.

Harry Where do you propose to go
next summer?
Helen I Intend to propose to a man
who is In a position to take me whar
ver I want to go.
Child's Reasoning.
"I can't tell you anything about my
grandpa," said solemn little Eustace,
questioned by a happier comrade as to
his more recent ancestor, "because I
never had any. All my grandparents
died before I was born."
"But, you had grandparents Just th
same, dear," interpolated a listening
adult "Th fact that they died before
you were born doesn't alter the fact
that they were your grandparents."
"But if our fathers and mothers bad
died before we were born they
wouldn't have been our fathers and
they?" the wondering
mothers, wo-- Id
child questioned. "So I don't see how
what you say can be true."
Eventually every woman discovers
that her mirror Isn't what It once
was.

Like

a
Pleasant
Thought

of an old friend

Post
Toasties
with cream.
Sweet, crisp bits of white
Indian corn, toasted to an
appetizing, golden brown.

A delightful food for breakfast, lunch or suppei always
ready to serve instantly from
the package.

"The Memory Linger"
For a pleasing variation
sprinkle some Grape-Nut- s
over a sevcer of Post Toasties, then add cream. The
combined flavour is something to remember.
Pea torn Ostval Ooiapau?,
irt1rf
Hauls Ontafc, Wa'irrr

n

Frank Ivy found a ladies coat,
the other day and says as he has

The Things Which Indicate

W. C. McClean,

Factory

va

the American
no use for such articles, he will Weil Works, left this week, for
return it to the party upon mak- Deming, N. M. Mr. McClean
for
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ing personal inquiry.

has recently purchased a new
with which he can
automobile
For stoves, see Mllliren-Buchan- easily
reach the out of town peo
is
Hdw. Co.
ple who desire to talk "pumps"
Charles A. Siringo, author of a to him. Mr. McClean is making
COwboy detective has been in a comi
the city, several davs this week, n
Mr. Siringo's work covers a peMr. S. H. Kemp, of the Kemp
riod
of 22 years with Pinkorton's
Most pronouncedly the ability and dispoLumber Co., was in the city this
National Detective agency. The
week in the interest of his bussition of a Bank to be of service, are;
bonk contain life sketches of
iness,
returning to Roswell tho
4
.1
fill
well-pai- d
courtesy, willingness, promptness, and
escapes early
in
encounters ana inmiing
o? the week.
part
story.
a
and
is
true
AH
of these
reasonable exactions.
M. B, Buchanan left for IndThe Reliable Hardware ianapolis, Sunday, his father bequalifications the growing customer apStore-Miller- en
& Buchanan. ing very ill.
"Speaking for ourselves. "
preciates.
n
Bishop Mann and
Aftei an extended visit in
We do not jeopardise your interests
Warren of the Episcopal church. Missouri, Dr. Drake has returned
PHONJ
EDWARD IIOERING. President.
by political indulgence and we have
are in the city. The first ser- - to Clovis.
vice at the new Episcopal church
never found it necessary to go outside
on the corner of Mitchell and
House Monday.
be
of the Hanking Business to make
Forrest Items
Monroe Sts. . were held Wednes
Several families have had to
Bob Suelson bought a cow
Clovis
day, the 6th.
move
out of their dugouts on acW.
Cook
J.
from
week.
last
a
new
Corporation Commissioner M.
count
of the snoir.
ier.
L. Groves of Carlsbad was in the
Herbert Pucker returned from
W. E. Perkins happened to a
Memphis, Texas, Sunday where
city, Tuesday.
Geo. Baker and others from
misfortune
last week as his
he
picking
has
been
cotton
for
Cowan, were in these parts
See our nice line of framed the past three months.
away
team
ran
and one horse
Thursday sleigh riding.
pictures, noting to equal it
got
a
and will not
severe
cut
D. C. Beever has bought the
Will McBride visited. J. W. be able to work for a while.
this side of Kansas City.
windmill at Forrest and will
Sunshine.
Clovis Furniture Co. erect it over his well one mile Cook Sunday afternoon.
Blank-enship
B.
L.
Olin Curtis has been on the
P. W. Carter and
east of here.
"The Bank That Accommodates"
City Clerk Candidate.
sick list for two weeks.
were in the city from
L. P. Marrs went to Clovis
busiWednesday,
on
Portales,
To those that have been
Monday
G. W. Baker who has been
setuming Thursday.
ness.
pleased
with my work dont forMr. Marrs reports a heavy snow quite sick for some time is reyour vote will please
get
Misses Hazel wood and Myrtle all the way.
that
ported better.
Moore and Temple MoUneire, of
me.
Farmers are wearing a smile
C. P. Downing.
Portales, visited the family of The big snow was very much
appreciated by those having from ear to ear since the two
W. W. Odom, Sunday.
wheat sown in this part.
heavy snows of the past week.
For City Clerk
Want Good Hardware?
They predict a bumper crop this
Ham:;
is
having
Montie
some
Milleren-BuchanaGo to
I hereby announce myself as a
sod broke out this week. The year.
&
candidate for the position of City
Berry Henderson of Portales McBride Bros, are doing the
While in Clovis R. A. Hudson Clerk.
was in the. city Saturday.
work.
the Forrest merchant, bought
Frank Burns.
Charley Martin, an old time
Will McBride has a new Lead a new lister and a 12 ft. Eclipse
Clovis printer, stopped off here er windmill erected over his windmill and piping from W.
Day Phone 14.
Night Phone 38.
FOR SALE -- Four registered
last week as he was going out to well.
Wismillcr.
Inquire
Scotch Collie Puppies.
his claim near Yasso. Mr, MarR.
A.
S.
A.
Hudson
and
H.
A.
the
Turf sa
Jenkins at
There was, not any school of
tin has for some months past
to
went
Clovis
Monday
Monday
via.
and Tuesday on account loon.
in Colorado
been working
Melrose, with broom corn.
of the snow storm.
Springs.
See our Special counter at
S.
A.
Newcome
2
lb. fresh
Kandy
Mr.
W.
C.
from
F.
returned
C.
Kitchen.
Hass and
A. J. Rodes and family will
HAS CHANGED. Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
Clovis
Saturday
where
Hashing
candy
he had
made a business trip to
for a dime.
It
leave this week for Lordsburg,
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
California. E. B. Eastham and
W. H. Simpson will have charge
When You Want a Transfer'Call us
of
the store while F. L Walker
Clovis, New Mexico
Postoffice Box 544
will be store manager.
Miss Nina Nobles is expected
back in Clovis this week, ater
Pure Food Bakery
an extended visit to Texas.
Keeps constantly on hand fresh
Eagle Henderson, who has a
Bread, Pies, Cakes, etc. Also
Mr. E. H. Christian left for ait" on the Hereford Brand,
best Chili served in city. First Vaughn, this week. Mr. Chriswas in town Saturday.
door south of Owl Drug Store.
tian is employed in the vards of
FOR RENT Two modern
the A. T. & S. F.
room houses, with bath, on
four
Incubators & Poultry SupMrs. Ward, who resides near corner of Grand Ave. and Ross
is
plies at Milleren-Buchana- n
the Pig Pen ranch, is in the city St. If taken at once will rent
Hdw. Co.
for a couple of days.
for $20.00 per month. Inquire of
Mrs. L. C. Mersfelder
left C. L. Overby at Alfalfa Lumber
2t F. 29.
Tuesday, for Artesia, to be gone Co.
Edwin Neer, of Portales was
several days.
in the city Sunday between
Garden tools? New stock trains.
at Milleren-BuchanHdw. Lawrence Connally was in
Co.
Clovis Sunday on his way to El
Mrs. Landers and 3 grand- Paso.
children who have been visiting
What have you to trade for
Mrs. Onie Walker, left Tuesday, large frame store building and
for Memphis, Tenn.
six room residence both in good
An
for the man
Jas. A. Simpson,
repair.
County Clerk Await, knowing
whose thoughts turn back to
29,
Garner, Tex.
2t
f
the advantage which Leap Year
the farm. An object lesson
Skeen
arrived last
numConductor
brings to the young ladies, as a
for the farmer looking for
hospital
Saturday,
from
the
at
special inducement secured beaufarming.
hints on
tiful lithographed licence blanks. Topeka, where he has been ill
Intensely interesting and
entertaining lectures on a
Headquarters for China for some time. It is to be regretted
Mr Skeen will nevvariety of subjects. MovWare, Kitchen Supplies, etc., er again that
be able to go without
ing pictures and other views
Milleren-Buchanan
Hdw.
at
his
crutches.
e
of many sections of
beCo.
Ladies of the Catholic
The
imSouthwest Exhibits of
Grady Brogetti left for Nash- church will serve a chicken pie
proved machinery that lesville,
Tenn., Tuesday. He will supper for the B. of L. F. St.
sens labor, saves time and
Patrick's dance, Murch 18th in
points
in Texas, enroute.
visit
increases results.
Better go. Tske your
Mrs. J. Prichett returned Sat R. C. Reed building. (Rhedoria
)
family and friends with you.
urday, from Georgia, where she building.
W.
Foyil formerly presiA.
has been visiting relatives.
Free Lectures
ield-ClalbonieC- o.,
dent of the Clovis National Bank
Cooking
Special
Utensils,
Excellent Music
is in the city this week. Mr.
Millir
values
at
INCORPORATED
Foyll is making arrangements
A liberal education along
Co.
Hdw.
to start a new bank in Albulines that wi'l interest you
R. W. Johnson, of Canadian, querque. He is a successful bankand every member of your
Texas, is visiting his brother, M. er and while we are sorry to
family irrespective of age or
lose Mr. Foyil, Clovis' loss is
W. Johnson of this city.
sex.
W. L. Mansfield, Sale Manager
gain.
Albuquerques'
conbook
pocket
A
particulars
FOUND
For further
E. T. Massey is still at the
taining considerable silver and
call on
Office Over First National Bank.
by
of his father, at Gage,
may
bedside
Clovik New Mexico.
be
had
coppers.
Same
D. C. Knowles, Agent.
Mr. Massey Sr. is
paying
Oklahoma.
same,
for
describing
and
Clovis.
this notice. Inquire of J. V. Rice. very ill.

The entire second floor of
now
the Owens Building
occupied by the

an
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If you want to qualify for
positions
good,
the business world, go to the
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Arch-deaco-

The Glovis

G

Bank

National

V. STEED

n.

Undertaker
Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery

Davidson's Transfer Co.
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Old Timers Are Busy

Local Notes

The experience of the old timers, men who have been
in Clovis since the city was founded, teaches them
that now the time to buy property before the
price advances and while they can get such desirable
locations as we are now offering in

Kansas City
Land Show

an

The Liebelt Addition

February 26 to
March 9
eye-open-

er

I

te

During the past two weeks a number of these old
timers have been busy. They have bought a
ber of lots; some expect to build homes, while others
bought for investment. What about you? Don't
procrastinate! You expect to buy some time. Then
get in while you can get a choice site. Prices as
fore. Terms to suit purchaser.

The Mansf

Owners Liebelt Addition

,

